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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of narcissistic personality

dj-sorder incl-ude a sense of entitlement, grandiosity,

and feelings of superiority to others. The sense of

superiority to others has paral-lels to self-

enhancement, where the self is seen in a more positíve

light than one's peers. The purpose of the present

study was to examine the rel-ationship between

narcissism and sel-f-enhancement, âs operationalized by

positiwe comparison of the sel-f to others. Positiwe

self-other comparison was expected to show a positiwe

correl-atíon to mental health. A positiwe correlation

was al-so hypothesized between mental health and

narcissism, as measured by the Narcissistic Personality

Inventory (Raskin & Hall- , 1-981-) , with the exception of

the Entitl-emenL/Exploitiweness factor (Emmons, 1-984),

which was expected to show a negatiwe correl-ation to

mental healt.h. 402 uniwersity students responded to

quesLionnaires which assessed sel-f-other comparison,

narcissism, self-esLeem, social- desirability,

depression, and psychological dist.ress. Factor

analysis rewealed that narcíssism, sel-f-esteem, and

AV



accepting positiwe traits as self-descriptive were

positiwely correlated to each other- only the l-atter

two scafes were negatively correlated to psychological

distress. Entitlement/Exploitiveness was negatiwely

correfated to denying negative traits about oneself and

to socíal desirability. Negative Trait Denial was

posítiwely correlated to social desirability and

uncorrelated to accepting positive traiCs. Canonical

correlatíon rewea]ed Entit.Iement/Exploitiveness \,vas

positively corretat.ed to psychological distress - The

results reweal that narcissísm is l-inked only to

accepting positive t.raits, not denying negative ones.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Overwiew

The concept of narcissism, which includes intense

sel-f-Iove, self-absorption, and grandiosity, has a

cul-tural history dating to Ovid, and a psychoanalytic

history dating to Freud.. Much theoretical speculation

based on clinical- observation has been advanced about

narcíssism. Despite the age of the concept,

quantit.ative research in narcissism has begun only in

the l-ast decade.

The resul-ts of studies on the most widely

researched measure of narcissism, the Narcissistic

Personality Inwentory (NPI; Raskin & Hall-, 1981),

indicates that narcissism is a multidimensional-

construct with factors exhibiting contrary correlations

to self-esLeem and depression (Emmons, L9B4) - The

factor of Entitlement/Exploitiveness (E/E) is

associaled with low self-esteem, depression, and poor

adjustment. The other factors on the scale have

correlates that include aggression, exhibitionism,

self-esteem and negatiwe relaLionships to depression'
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The features of grandiosity and sel-f-importance in

the criteria for narcissist.ic personality disorder in

DSM-III-R (APA, 1-987) illustrate the sense of

superíority in narcissism. A more muted sense of

superiority also appears in the literature on what has

been termed the self-enhancing bias (Zuckerman, L979) ,

where the self is ewaluated in a more positiwe and less

negative light than one's peers. This phenomenon

appears ín a variety of areas such as attributions of

responsibiliLy for personal success or fail-ure on a

task, predictions of personal future, evaluation of

traits and abíl-itíes in comparison to one's peers,

comparisons of norm adherence to one's peers, and

estimates of consensus for one's opinions or

behaviours. Thís research on seff-enhancing bias will

be reviewed in detail-.

The relati-ons beLween narcissism and self-

enhancement wiII then be explored. First, narcissism

and the self-enhancing bias have an efement of

superiority which is coÍìmon to both. Second, the

positive correlation of Some factors of narcissj-Sm to

sel-f-esteem and. the negative correlaLion to depression
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is similar to the association of these dimensions of

mental_ heal_th to the sel-f -enhancing bias. FinaIIy, a

form of narcissism about one's cognitive powers is

hypothesized to be central- to the self-enhancing bias

(paulhus & Reid, LggL) . This research has examined

these hypothes ízed relatíonshíps -

Narcrssrsm

Characteristics of Narcissism

Despite the long cultural and psychoanalytic

history of the concept of narcissiSm, narcissistic

personality disorder (NPD) was not a formal- diagnosis

until DSM-III appeared in 1980 (American Psychiatric

Association, l-9BO) . The d.iagnostic criteria, âs stated

in DSM-IrI-R, are that NPD iS rra pervasive pattern of

grandiosity...lack of empathy, arÌd hypersensitivity to

the evaluation of others" with at leasL five of nine

characteristics being identifiable (American

psychiatric Association, L9B7) - These are that the

person with NPD:

1-) reacts to criticism with feelings of rage, shame,

humiliation;
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2) is interpersonally exptoitat.ive; usíng others for

their own ends;

3) has an exaggerated sense of self-importance;

4) beliewes their problems are unique, and can be

understood only by other special people;

5) is preoccupied with fantasies of unl-imited success/

power, brilliance, beauty, or true love;

6) has a sense of entitl-ement, absurd expectation of

very favourable treatment;

7) is exhibitionistic, requires constant attention and

admiration;

B) Iack of empathy or recognition of other's feelings;

g) preoccupied with feel-ings of envy (APA, 1-987, pp-

349-3s1).

Siomopoulos (1988) lists associated features of

narcissism mentioned in the literature, but not in DSM

III-R. The narcissist may show both oweridealization

and d.eval-uation of others. Strangefy enough, self -

effacement or low self-esteem may be present. Another

possible sympLom of NPD is an expectation of

superempathic understanding from others of how the

narcissist thínks or feels. The narcissist cannot love
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others deeply. other associated features may ínclude a

d.eficient social conscience or absence of genuine

morality. NarcissistiC elation may occur, and at other

times its opposite, extreme mortífication, may occur.

The narcissist's sense of perfection may even glorify

obvious shortcomings as ewidence of his or her

uniqueness. Peculiarities of thought and language

similar to transient psychotic symptoms may occur,

especialty after rejections by ower-wal-ued others.

Fina1ly, there may be a sense of chroníc, inner

emptiness, as well- as hypochondriacal preoccupations

and fear of il]ness (.Ztkhtar & Thomson, L982;

Siomopoulos, l-9BB) . DSM-III (APA, 1980) tists

int.ensity and tability of mood and affect as a criteria

for NPD, however this criterÍa was dropped when DSM-III

was revised. fn turn, DSM-III-R added the criteria of

believing that one's problems were unique, and

preoccupation \nlith enrry to the criteria tisted in DSM-

III. Most of the abowe features il-lustrate the intense

sel-f-absorption and sense of personal superiority,

uniqueness, and entitlement in the narcissistic

personality.
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Etiol-oqical- Theories of Narcíssism

There is lively debate within and between

psychoanalysís and social- learning theory on the

etiotogy and, development of NPD. Otto Kernberg and

Heinz Kohut are the chief psychoanalytic theorists in

the area of narcissism. Kernberg (L975) maintains that

narcissism ís inewitabl-e in child dewelopmenL, and the

quality of the moLher-child relationship determines

whether development is fixated at this narcissistic

stage or continues onward. If the relationship to the

mother is fil-led wit.h frusLration and rage, then

pathological object relationships arj-se. Out of

narcissistic rage at insensit.ive parents and also as a

d.efence to the pathological object relations, the child

will- inwest libido in hís or her grandiose sel-f - The

child. remains fixat.ed on the grandiose self, and does

not d.ewelop further (Kernberg, 1975; Loewenstein, L977;

Russel-1, 1985).

Kohut (L97L) believes there are t.wo independent

lines of sel-f-love and object-love with idealízed

images in bot.h. The self -love line contains a normaf

narcissistic image of the child's grandíose self.
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Correct parental mirroring of the child fosters the

diminution of the grandiose sel-f as the chifd becomes

ar^/are of his or her timitations. The object-Iove line

has an ideaÌized ímage of the parents which usually

forms the idealized superego. Like Kernberg, Kohut

bel-ieves that it ís the quality of the relationship

with the parents that determines whether the child will

remain fixated in a narcissistic state upon these

idealized images (Kohut , L97L; Mill-on, L981-; RusselI,

l_985).

Social learníng theory proposes that. personality

and pathology is largely l-earned from the social-

environment. Thus , íf children are raised in a family

enwironmenL that absurdly owerwalues them, they will

have an inflated self -image (Mitl-on, 1981) . Moreower,

one might argue, âs Lasch (L978) has, that people who

grow up ín a narcissistic culture will- tend toward

narcissism.

Emoiricat Research on Narcissism

Difficulties in Measurinq Narcissism

The empirical research on NPD is scant, although

it has been writ.Len abouL extensiwely from the
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psychoanalytic perspectíve. The empirical- research has

focused almost exclusively on deweloping and validating

paper and pencil measures of narcissism. One

difficulty is that the measurement of narcissism by

paper and pencil sel-f-reports has tapped various

constructs of narcissism, Ieading to a l-ack of

standardízation. DSM-III, clinicians' and personality

researchers' opinions, and factor analysis of

personality inventories have al-1 been used as sources

of fealures of narcissism. The use of DSM-III in scafe

construction provides some potentiaÌ for

stand.ard.ization of features and agreement on a conÌmon

construct. Howewer, the use of cl-inicians' and

personality researchers' judgements in sel-ecting items

from personality inventories implies that warying

constructs of narcissism are measured since these

people may have uneven exposure to narcissism and

divergent theoretical- backgrounds. Factor analysis

also yields a grouping of traits which have been

label-l-ed as narcissism by researchers (Wink, L99L) .

These factor analyses have been derived according to

the responses of psychiatric patients, few of whom are
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narcissistic (Morey, Waugh, & Blashfield, 1985) - This

grouping labetled as narcissism may vary according to

the characteristics of the sample, and is not abstract

enough to permit easy comparison to DSM-III-

An exampl-e of Lhe diversity in scales that is

prod.uced by these warying constructs and methodologies

ís provided by lrlink (1991) in his analysis of six MMPI

scafes of narcissism. Of the 15 possibl-e pairings

between any two of these six narcissism scafes, there

were nine instances where the pair of scales had no

items in common. This il-lustrates that the definitíons

of narcissism used in the various scales are divergent,

suggesting that some scales may lack construct

validíty. Scales which are either based on DSM-III (or

DSM-III-R) or constructed on a sample of narcissists

who are clinically diagnosed according to DSM-III

provide more consistent descriptions of narcissism than

scales constructed with other techniques such as item

selecLion by personaÌity researchers.

Unfortunat.ely, Lhe paucit.y of research on most of

these scafes prevents assessíng which measure has the

mosL validity in measuring narcissism. Construct
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valid-ity could be measured by testing a scale's

diagnostic power in a clinícal sample. Another

approach to validition would be to discover the

personality correlates of the scale, and whether they

are congruent with the concept of narcissism. The lack

of research also prevents our knowing whether paper and

pencil scal-es can val-idly measure narcissism, or

whether they arouse sufficient defensiveness in a

narcissistic person to render them invalid (Gunderson,

Ronningstam, & Bodkin, L990) -

A second difficulty in the measurement of

narcissism, other than establishing the walidity of

paper and pencil scales, is the rol-e of certain

psychoanalytic assumptions in current attempts to

measure narcissism. Paper and pencil- scales are

construcLed (Raskin & Ha]], 1981) and used as measures

of narcissism on the basis of the psychoanalytic belief

that narcissism exists as a continuum in the normal-

population, and that the extreme is pathoJ-ogical

(Kernberg, 1,975; Masterson, l-9Bl-) . ThíS assumes t.hat a

measure developed at the lower end of the continuum in

a normal poputation will- be a valid and sufficient
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measure of narcissism at the upper end- It also

aSSumeS narcissism only changes quantítatively, and not

quatitatiwely as one moves across the continuum'

Neit.her assumption has been clearly tested-

Narcissism Scales

Bearing these issues in mind, the research that

has been carried. out wi}l be reported, first for the

fess researched published scales, the Morey et al'

(1985) narcissism scale from the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personalit.y InvenLory, the Vfink and Gough (1990)

narcissism scales from the MMPI and the california

Personalit.y InvenLory, the Raskín and Novacek (1989)

MMPI scal-e, the Narcissistic Personality Oisorder Scale

(NPDS; Solomon, LgBz) , the Millon clinical Mul-tiaxial

Inwentory (MCMI) Narcissism subscale (Míl1-on, 1983 ) ,

the O'Brien Multiphasic Narcissism Inventory, OI&\TI

(O'Brien , L987) , and t.he Narcissism-Projective (N-P;

shulman & Ferg:uson, l-9BB) . The findings from the most.

wid.ety researched and walid.ated measure of narcissism,

the NPI, wíll then be reported. The less researched

scales are subject to the difficul-ties of varying
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defi-nitions due to their method of construction-

FurLhermore, they have receiwed very l-ittle wal-idation

as measures of narcissism, even at the l-evel of

determining personality correlates congruent with

narcissism in a normal population. Therefore, onJ-y

brief consideratíon wil-1 be given these scales.

Less researched scales. The Morey et al. (l-985)

narcissism scafe was developed using item sel-ection by

cl-inicians with refinement by psychometric procedures

on the MMPI responses of 475 patients in a general

psychiatric population. It has a reliabil-ity estimate

of .77, but has received no further direct walidation.

Wink and Gough (1-990) developed two narcissism

scales by selecting items from the MMPI and CPI

according to the DSM-IIf crit.eria for narcissisLic

personality disorder. The scal-es were refined by

inLernal consistency criteria on the responses of 375

normal adults. Correlations between the scafes with no

owerlapping items \¡vas .7a, with internal- reliabilities

of 0.72 (I\&\4PI) , and 0.81- (CPI) , with the ]atter having

a test-retest correlation of 0.71- over five years' The

correlaLions with observers ratings of narcissism were
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O.3O for the ¡&\4PI scale, 0.49 for the CPI scale-

Comparisons with the spouse's ratings on the Adjective

Check List (ACL; Gough & Heilbrun, 1983) supported the

scafes as a measure of narcissism.

A Narcissistic Personal-ity Oisorder Scale (NPDS;

Sol-omon, L982) was constructed by contrasting responses

on the MMPI of 20 patients diagnosed by cl-inícians

according to unspecified criteria as having a

narcissístic personality disorder to 20 carefully

screened non-narcissistic persons. A 19 item scafe was

derived, which was cross-walidated Lo a second group of

76 narcissistic and non-narcissistic patients. The

scale diagnosed L3% as false negatives, 1-42 as false

positives, and 86Z accuraLely. The NPDS was furt.her

val-idated on college samples and shows negative

correlations with measures of self-esteem (r : -0.53, p

< .001) , and. positive correl-ations to depression (r =

0.44, Þ < .001) (Watson, Taylor, & Morris, 19Bl).

A second narcissism inventory constructed on a

clinical population is the Mitlon Clinícal Multiaxial

Inventory (MCMI) Narcissism subscafe (Millon, 1983) .

It is a 43 item scale constructed by selecting items
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congruent with the author's theory of psychopathology

and with DSM-III, and by refining the item set

empirically. Its reliabil-íty as estimated by Kuder-

Richardson 20 was found to be .81, and test-retest

reliabil-it.ies are reported as .81 and . 85 over one

month. These reliabifities are attenuated slightty by

t.he patients being in active psychotherapy. Internal

consj-stency estimates dropped to .66 in an

undergraduate population (Auerbach, 1984) .

Classíficatíon rates of 40% wal-íd positiwes, 32 fal-se

positiwes, and 942 correct classification of

narcissistic and non-narcissistic overal-l- are reported

for the scale on its' cross-validation sampJ-e of 256

psychiatric patients (Mil-l-on, 1983) . It is important

to realize t.hat the estimate of correct classification

is inflated by the low prewalence of narcissism (6?) in

the cross-val-idation sample.

The O'Brien Multiphasic Narcissism Inventory, OM[f

(O'Brien, L9B'/) was constructed on the basis of Alice

Miller's theory of the narcissistically abused

personality. The responses of 230 students to the 75

item scal-e were subj ected to principal- axes f actor
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analysis of the squared multiple correlations - The

three factors had Cronbach alpha estimates of .70 to

.f5, and correlations of greater than .55 wíth

neuroticism. The OMNI yieJ-ded a similar factorial

structure for normals and cl-inically defined

narcissists, with the narcíssists scoring significantly

higher on the three subscales than normal-s (O'Brien,

l-9BB ) .

Shu]man and Ferguson (l-988) devel-oped the only

non-objective narcissísm test, the Narcissism-

Projectiwe (N-P) . It consists of responses to two

Thematic Apperception Test cards and reports of the

subject's earl-iest memories, which are coded according

to the DSM-III criteria for narcissism. Clinicians'

bl-índ ratings of narcissism in students are ín 85?

agreement with the N-P, even with a 10 month delay

between the administration of the N-P and the ratings

made by the clinicians.

The Narcissistic Personality Inventorv. Most of

the empirj-cal research on narcissism scales has focused

on the walidation of one scale, the Narcissistic

Personal-ity Inventory (Raskin & Hall , L979 ) or NPI.
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The NPI was constructed by writing forced dichotomous

choice items that refl-ect the characteristics of NPD as

defined in DSM-III. The initial item pool was pruned

by statistical item analysis, selecLing 80, and t'hen 54

items that distinguished high scoring from low scoring

subjects in an university population (Raskin & Hal-1,

l-981) . Various validit.y tesLs hawe been carried out on

the scale. Raskin and Hal-l- (1981) f ound a reliability

coef f icient of 0.72 on al-ternate f orms of the NPI over

an eight. week de1ay. Auerbach (1'984) obtained a

coeffícient alpha of 0.85 for the scale.

Emmons (1984) carried out a principal components

anatysis on the NPI, factoring phi coefficients with an

oblique rot.ation. He found four components with an

average correl-ation of .32 which he label-1ed:

Exploitiveness/Entitlement (E/E), I-,eadership/authority

(I-,/A), superiorj-ty/arrogance (S/A) , and sel-f -

Absorption/self-Admiration (S/S). This factor

structure accounts for 702 of the variance and is very

stable, being replicated by príncipal axes factoring

with oblique rotation with nearly identical- results on

362 uniwersity students (Emmons, L9B7) .
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Raskin and Terry (l-988) carríed out principal

components analysis with tetrachoric coefficients and a

weight.ed promax oblíque rotation on the NPI. Data was

obtained from 1,018 unj-wersity students responses.

They psychometrical-Iy cu1led the scale and dropped the

number of items to 40. The correlation between the 54

item and 40 item scale is 0.98, and the internal

consj-stency of the 40 item scale as measured by the

Guttman l-ambda 3 (alpha) is 0.83. This revised scale

is as sound psychometrically as the old wersion of the

NPI.

Raskin and Terry (1988) found that a seven factor

solution accounted f or 52"< of the variance. They

labelled the seven fact.ors Authorit.y, Exhibit.ionism,

Superiority, Vanity, Exploitativeness, Entj-tl-ement, and

Sel-f -Suf f iciency. In comparison to Emmons's (1-984;

a9B'7 ) factor sol-utions to the NPf , the Authority factor

consists of items from the Leadership/authority factor,

and the Superiority and Vanity factors consist of items

from Self-absorption/Self-admiration. The Entitl-ement

factor is largely composed of items from

Entitlement/Exploitiveness, but Exploitiveness draws
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four of its five items from Leadership/authority.

Self-sufficiency and Exhibitionism have no clear

predecessors as factors on the four factor solution.

The psychometric rel-iabil-ity and validity studies

demonstrate a fairly consistent set of personaJ-ity

traits which correlate with the total score on the NPI -

CharacLerist.ics appearing from obserwatíonal and/or

self - reports incl-ude exhibitionism, independence,

aggiression, extraversion, self -centeredness (Emmons,

L984; Raskin & Terry, 19BB) , autonomy (Mul-l-ins &

Kopelman, 1-988; Raskin & Terry, 19BB), dominance

(Carrol-l- , 1-98'7; Emmons, L9B4; Raskin & Terry, 1-9BB),

high self -esteem (Emmons, L9B4; Inlatson, Taylor &

Morris, L987) , autocratic tendencies (Raskin & Terry,

1988), rebel-Iiousness and authority probtems (Raskin &

Novacek, L9B9; Raskin & Terry, l-9BB), need for

achievement (Emmons, 1-984; Mullins & Kopelman, l-9BB;

Raskin & Terry, 19BB), assertiweness (Watson McKinney,

Hawkins, & Morris, l-9BB; Raskin & Terry, 19BB), and

social imperturbability (Biscardi & SchiII, L985;

Emmons , 1-984; Raskin & Novacek, 1-989) . Negatiwe

correlations were observed to depression (Raskin &
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Nowacek, 1-989¡ Watson et âf ., L9B7) , social anxiety

(Raskin & Nowacek, L989), and empathy (Biscardi ç

Schill, 1985; I^IaLson, Grisham, Trotter, ç Biderman,

l9B4; WaLson & Morris, L99I) .

The general construct of narcissism as measured by

the NPI was validated by comparisons (Raskin & Novacek,

l-989) to t.he Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Tnventory (MMPI) . The highest scorers on the NPf had

elevatíons on the Mania scafe and the Psychopathic

Deviate scale, wit.h profiles indicating that these were

t.he two highest scaf es, and an averag'e el-ewation of T :

65 on the F scale, indícating psychological

disturbance. Negative correlations appeared between

high NPI scores and Depression (-.36), Psychasthenia (-

.34) , Repression (-.40), Ego Control (-.43) , and Social

Introversion (-.60). Furthermore, the Raskin and Terry

(l-9BB) factors of Exploitiveness, Entitlement, and

Exhibitionism have stronger correlations wlth the

General MaladjustmenL scale of the MMPI ( -20, .L9, and

.L6 respectively) indicating they have more potential,

or actual, serious psychological dist.urbance- Raskin

and Terry's (1-9BB) other factors of Superiority,
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Vanity, Self-sufficiency, and Authority were l-ess

strongty correlated with the scale of General

Maladjustment.

The resufts from the Raskin and Nowacek (1989)

st.udy indicate that Exploitiveness and Entitlement,

which appear on both Emmons' (1-987) and Raskin and

Terry's (1-9BB) factor solutions, are more correfated

with psychotogícal disturbance. This is consistent

wit.h prewious findings that the

Exploit.iveness/Entitl-ement (F'/E) factor in the four

factor NPI so]ution (Emmons , L9B4) ís related to

suspiciousness, tenseness, anxiety, and neuroLicism,

and is unrelated to self-esteem. When the four factor

structure was replicated (Emmons, 1-987) E/E was most

strongly correlated with intensity and labil-ity of mood

and affect, which was one of the criteria for NPD in

DSM-III. A negative relat.ionship between the E/E

factor and three different empathy scafes has been

detected. (Vüatson et . âf . , l-9 84 ) . Positiwe

relationshíps of E/E wíth a need for power (CarrolI,

1989), superiority, goal instability, personal

d.istress, anxiety, and depression have been found, âs
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well as negative relationships to assertiveness and

perspectíve taking (Watson et âI., 1988; WaLson et âl',

1987) . Summing all the evidence, thís factor can be

considered to be tapping the more maladaptive aspects

of narcissism. The other three factors in the four

factor sol_utíon (Emmons , 1-984) were correlated with

self-esteem and l-ack of depression, and have been

considered to measure adaptiwe narcíssism because of

their correlations with mental health indices.

A number of groups appear more narcissistic than

others. Bodybuil-ders show significantly higher

narcissistic traits as measured by the NPI (Carroll,

l-989) which Lasch (1"979 ) had hypoLhesízed. First born

indiwidual-s have been found. to hawe higher narcissism

Scores than l-ast borns (Joubert, 1989) . This study, âS

well as several others (Carroll , L987, 1-989; Watson, €t

â1. , L984) found greaLer narcissism among mal-es. This

finding is not inwariant, as other studies hawe found

no gender difference (Auerbach, 1984; Raskin & HaII,

1981; Raskin & Novacek, l-989; Raskin & Shaw, 19BB) -

Two sLudies have examined this resu]t in more detail,

looking at sex ro1es, rather than simply the gender
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dÍstinction. Both found that mal-es and individual-s

with stereotypically masculine sex roles had higher

levels of adaptive narcissism (Carro]l-, 1989; Watson,

Taylor, & Morris, ]-987).

Raskin and Novacek (1989) developed a 42 item

scale which is a warianL of the NPI by correlating the

MMPI to the NPI, and retainj-ng the I4I\4PI items that

showed a significant correlation to the total NPI. The

scafe has an alpha internal- consistency coefficient of

.65, and a correlation of .79 with the forty item NPI.

Various studies hawe correlated the narcissism

scal-es reviewed above with each other. The NPI

correfation wíth Wink & Gough's (1990) scales was 0-67

(Itr\4pI scafe) and o.'72 (cPI scal-e) . The NPf correlation

was 0.47 wit.h observers' ratings of narcissism, whil-e

the MMPI and CPI scales correl-ated -30 and -49

respecLiwely. The obserwers were personality assessors

who had watched the subjects participating in groups in

various activities such as playing charades and

engaging in discussion.

Shulman and Ferguson (1988) found positive

correl-ations between the NPI, the N-P, and a
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found a significant correlation (r = 0.55, p < .001)

between the NPI and the Narcissistic scafe on the MCMI -

This was replícated by Prifitera and Ryan (L984) in a

clinical population, r = 0.66, p < .001, but this study

is biased by 98? of the subjects being male. Both

correl-ations are not large enough to indicate that the

tr^/o scales are parallel f orms.

The correlations of the NPI with three other

measures that purport to measure narcissism are poor-

The Margolis-Thomas Measure of Narcissism (M-T), the

Narcissistic Personality Disorder Scale (NPDS), the

Narcissism-Hypersensitivity subscale of irß4PI Scale 5,

and Masculinity-Femininity (M-F) al-1 intercorrelaLed at

an average of r:.42, but the three correlated on

average with the NPI at r:-.03 (Mull-ins & Kopelman,

1988; cf. Solomon, 1'982) . The abowe results shoul-d be

interpreted in light of the fact that the M-T, NPDS,

and M-F MMPI scafe are al-l very short and have few

validity tests (Mullins & Kope1man, 1988) . The low

correlation of t.he NPI with the NPDS is consistent with
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prevj-ous findings, indicatíng that the two measure

largely different constructs (Watson et - âI- , a984) -

The existence of two constructs of narcissism has

recently been empirically vatidated (vüink, 1991) . The

two constructs have been labeled covert and overt

narcissism. Various personality features have been

measured with spouse report, seff-report, and

personalÍty assessor reports which correlate wíth

cowert and owert narcissism. Cowert narcissism has

unique features of emotionality, discontentment,

anxiety, bítterness and other features associated with

internality and introversion. The narcissj-stic

fantasies are generally concealed until close contact

is made wit.h the person. Cowert narcissism shares

features of conceit, demandingness, bossiness,

inLol-erance, sel-f-indulgence and self -expression with

overL narcissism. Overt narcissism ís distinct from

covert narcissism in characteristics of exhibitionism,

aggression, power orientation, egotism and sel-f-

dramatization.

fn terms of pathology, overt narcissism shows

inconsistent and weak correl-ations with measures of
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psychological integration and emotional health,

possibly as a result of the need for admiration and

aggressiveness at others' expense which is like1y to

resul-t in impairing of relationships. Covert

narcissism has clear negatíwe correl-ations to emotional

wel-I-being, adjustment, and functioning, and al-so is

marked by vulnerabil-ity to difficulties.

Overt narcissism shor¡/s inLeresting para]l-els to

high scorers on the NPI " Both share features of

exhibitionism, aggression, egotism, and self-

dramatization (Raskin & Terry, 19BB; Wink, a991). The

Iink is seen most clearly in examíning Wínk's (1991)

measure of owert narcíssism. One of the three scafes

that. make up the overL factor is the Raskin and Novacek

(1989) lv[\4PI narcissism scale, which is a varianL of the

NPI.

Covert narcíssism has parallels to the E/E scale

on the NPI. Positive relationships to pessimism,

anxiety, emotionality, and psychological distress are

observed in both covert narcissism (Wink, l99L) and

Entitl-ement and Exploitiweness (Emmons, L9B4; L9B'/;

Watson et. ã1., 19BB; üIatson et. â1., a9B7). These
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findings indícate the possibte presence of two

constructs or dimensions of narcissism.

The rewiew of the research into the warious

narcissism scal-es indicates that the NPI is the most

well-validated measure of narcissism. It was

constructed wíth reference to the most accepted

definition of narcissism at the time, namely the

criteria for narcissism in DSM-fII. The weak point in

research on the NPI is the l-ack of research on the

scafe with clinicafty defined samples. If such

research were to be carried out, ít may indicate that

narcissism is qualitatively, and not. just

quantitatively, different. at the l-ewel- of a

pathological personality disorder. The NPI has been

eval-uated in a number of studies that correfate it with

observers' and spouses' ratings of narcissism, and

personality traits associated with narcissism (Wink c

Gough, 1990) . The other narcissism scales are less

well developed and the NPI is presently the scale of

choice for measuring narcissism.

Narcissism in general shares an el-ement of

superiorit.y with the tendency to see the self in a
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positive light that has been observed in social

psychology. Before the rel-ationships between

narcissism and setf-enhancement can be del-ineated, it

is necessary to have a cfear overwiew of the occurrence

and explanations for self-enhancement-

Sel-f - Enhancement

Definition

The tendency to see the sel-f in a positiwe light

is evid.ent in several areas of research- This is

variously labelled the self-enhancj-ng bias, self-

enhancement, self-serving bias, self-inflation, and

positive il-l-usion (Taylor & Bror^in, 19BB) - AtÌ the

terms ínclude the phenomenon in which the sel-f is

eval-uat.ed in a more positiwe and less negative light

than one's peers. The term "positive illusion" (Taylor

& Brown, 1988) iS brOader, and inCludes an exaggerated

Sense of cont.rol over one'S environment, and a positive

view of the sel-f that occurs without reference to other

people. An overly positiwe wiew of the self has been

found in studies examining attributions for personal

ouLcomes on tasks (Zuckerman, a979), prophecies about
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one's personal future (Weinstein, 1-980) , comparisons of

traits and abitities of the self to the peer group

(Dunning, MeyerowíLz, & HoLzberg, L9B9) , comparisons to

the peer group (Codol- , 19'75) , and estimates of

consensus for one's bel-iefs or practices (Goethals,

1986) . The change in positiwe wiews of the self from

receivíng cl-ear feedback wilt be examined, and then

possible explanations for the phenomenon of self-

enhancement wíll be explored. Examining this evidence

wi}l aid in understanding the l-ink between self-

enhancement to narcissi-sm.

Overl-y Positive SeIf -Attributions for

Personaf Outcomes

The find.ing that subjects have owerly positiwe

views of themselwes emerged first in research on

individual-s' attributions for their personal success or

fail-ure on a task. Subjects frequently deny

responsibility for failure and claim responsibility for

success (Bradley, a97B) . As members of groups/

respondents tend to take more personal credít for the

success of the group than they assign Lo the other
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members of the group. This is reversed if the group

fails in its task. In this case group members tend to

assign more responsibifity to the other group members

t.han t.o themselves (Zuckerman, 1'919) . This f inding

consistently occurs in heterogeneous subject

populat.ions in sport settings (MuIlen & Riordan, 19Bg) ,

skilt-oriented task performance (Zuckerman, L9'79) , rol-e

playing of teacher-student interactions (Arkin, Cooper,

& Kol-ditz, 1980), and performance of small- groups on

problem-solving tasks (Bradley, a97B; Ross & Sicoly,

L979) .

Unrealistic Opt j-mism about One's Future

The second data source that indícates the tendency

t.o see the sel-f in an overly positiwe light is research

on self-congratulatory prophecies. Even with actuaríal

tabl-es, students significantly overestimate the

occurrence of positiwe events and underestimate the

occurrence of negaLive ewenls happening to them (Alloy

& l\hrens, L9B7; Weinstein, 1-980). In a marketing

exercise, boLh sLudents in managemenL and experienced

managers overestimaled t.hej-r businesses' growth rate
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upon manufacturing a different product, even with

cautions to be realistic (Larwood & Whíttaker, L977) -

These opt.ímistic predictions have been studied

most thoroughly in rel-ation to people's expectations

about their heal_th. students considered that they had

bel-ow average chances of contracting 34 out of 45

healt.h related disorders (hleinstein, L982) . This

resuft had been obtained previously, with subjects also

feeling that they were healthier and had fewer

illnesses per year than the average person (Larwood,

LglB) . Sexually actiwe females considered they \^/ere

less likely to become pregnant than the average female

at their university, or of the same â9ê, or of

chil-dbearing age in America. These are comparison

groups that incl-uded sexually inact.ive femal-es (Burger

& Burns, l-9BB; cf . Whitley & Hern, 1991-) . Subjects not

only see themselves, but also their family members and

closest friend as equatly unlikely to experience

victimization (Perloff & Fetzer, 1986) .

The illusion of inrrulnerabitity is strong.est when

comparisons are made to either a vague, ill--defined

person such as 'rthe average college studentil or an
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acquaintance of the subject's choice (Perl-off & Fetzer,

1986) . Generally, there is a failure to consider that

other individuals may also have factors which work in

theír favour (Weinstein & Lachendro, I9B2). Perloff

and Fetzer (1986) found that if subjects predict the

wulnerability to wict.imization of their friends Lhen

those friends with the highest risk factors are chosen

for prediction. The authors concluded that people

actively engage in downward comparisons which permit

them to see themsefves as relatively inwulnerable-

Active downward comparisons occur even after a seríous

illness has been contracted. In one study, B0Z of

breast cancer patients stated they were doing much or

somewhat better than other ü/omen with the same disease.

In open and closed questions, patients compared

themselves to women who were not equal but worse off

physically (Wood, Taylor, & Lichtman, l-985 ) and

'tmanufactured a norm that other women were \¡rorse off

than t.hey were.rt (Taylor, L983, p. a166)
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Owerl-y Positive Comparisons of Traits

and Abil-ities

I,rlhen indiwiduals compare Lhemselwes to others on

cerLain personalíty traits and abilities, a consistent

sel-f -infl-ating bias emerges again as it did in

prophecies of personal future" Eighty-eight percent of

81 American students believed they were safer than the

average driver in the same study, and 93? beliewed they

were more skilful. Intriguingly, these ef f ects r^Iere

replicated in a simil-ar study in Sweden, although Lhe

number of drivers placing themselves abowe the mean was

less (Svenson, 1981) . These positive self-views of

driving skill- exist even after one has been responsible

for an accident (Preston & Harris, l-965) .

Sel-f -infl-ation occurs on harder to define

d,imensions, such as inteltigence (Larwood & lrlhit.taker,

L977) , ethica] behawiour (Brenner & Mofander, L97'7) ,

coping with cancer (Taylor & Lobel, a9B9) , and fairness

(Messick, Bloom, Boldizar, & Samuelson, 1985) .

Subjects who generated lists of fair and unfaír

behawj-ours persistently associated themsel-wes with fair

behaviours, and oLhers with unfair behaviours.
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Furthermore, when subjects reported the fair behawiours

they and others performed, they rated their own

behaviours as more fair than the behaviours of others.

Conversely, unfair behawiours the subjects said they

performed were less unfair than the unfair behaviours

of others. The subjects never stated they performed

iI1egal or counter-normative acts, which were l-isted

for others (Liebrand, Messick, & Wolters, 19B6; Messick

et âI., l-985).

Self-inflation al-so occurs in evaluation of social

skil-1. Non-depressed subjects rated themsefves as more

socially skilled in activit.ies such as initiating

conversations, joking, and. sharing feelings than the

average student at their university (Ahrens, Zeiss, &

Kanfer, 19BB). On rankings of warious trait.s, subjects

staLed that. desirabl-e traits (many which occur in

social- interaction) were more characteristic of

themselwes than of the average college student. Not

surprisingly, undesirabl-e traits were seen as less

characteristic of the self than of the average college

student (AIicke, L985; Campbell, a986; Tabachnick,

Crocker, & Al1oy, 1983) . This inflation i,vas confirmed
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in a social interaction study. Non-depressed subjecLs

rated themselves as more socially skilled on 1-7

dimensions in group interactions than independent

observers of the groups did (Lewinsohn, Mischel,

Chaplin & Barton, 1980) .

One of the most striking examples of sel-f-inffated

comparison is based on the 800,000 students who write

the SAT yearly. Seventy percent rated themselves as

above average in leadership ability- In t'abil-ity to

get along with othersrr none of the 800,000 placed

themsel_ves below average, 60? put themselwes in the top

LOZ, and 25? put themselves in the top aZ (Myers,

1987) .

overfy Normative Comparisons to the Group

The tendency to present oneself as superior to

one's peers on personality traits is more complex than

described. Subjects state not only that they are

sLronger in positive trait.s than average as díscussed

above, but that they adhere more closely to valued

norms than their reference group. There j-s a puzzling

f inding that subj ects wil-l- state that even though there
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is a group norm to which all are expected to conform,

they conform to that norm more than the average member

of their group (Codol, 1975) - Furthermore, the more

d.esirable the norm or t.rait is, the more indiwiduals

state this norm characLerizes t.hem more than most group

members. Thus, both conformity to and individuation

from the group are accomplished simultaneously. This

has been l-abelled the PfP effect (Primus Inter Pares,

or first among equals) by Codol (L975) . Since

individ.uals present as more in conformity with the

group norm than the awerage member of the group, t.his

can be seen as a form of sel-f-enhancement. The PIP

effect. is dífferent from other forms of self-

enhancement by measuring adherence to a norm in

comparison to the peer group, rather than only making

comparisons to the peer group, âs dj-scussed abowe, oY

by estimating the number of one's peers that perform

the same behaviour (Goethals, 1986).

The PIP effect is not a form of sel-f-enhancement

where one is seen as more positively than others and

others are simply seen accurately. In a length

estimation Lask one of three confederates was 1003
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accurate throughout the entire experiment - Naiwe

subj ects assigned themselves the rank of most accurate

subject in the task 37? of the time (when they actual-l-y

never were) , a trend, that increased with trials.

Simple self-enhancement would predict the most accurate

confederate would be assigned the rank of mosL accurate

person on trials where subjects did not claim that

position for themselwes. However, the most accurate

subject was just. as likely to be rated the most

inaccurate person of the four, âs t.he most accurate

one. The author concluded that this evidences a

systematic down-grading of others, beyond the needs of

simple self-enhancement (Codol, A975) . This can be

explained by downward comparison where people can

increase t.heir sense of well-being through comparison

with d.isadwantaged others. The others may be actively

derogated to appear disadwantaged to the person just so

that the person can íncrease their sense of well being

(WiI1s, l-981) by enhancing themsel-ves above their

peers.
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Overly Positiwe Consensus Estimates

We hawe examined how self-enhancement can occur by

beliewing that one's behaviour is closer to a desired

group norm than the behawiour of the average member of

the group. A related form of self-enhancement in

conforming to the group is to inflate the size of the

group that hold.s to one's norm. This inflatíon, called

the fal-se consensus effect (Ross, Greene, & House,

L977) is the Lend.ency of subjects to overestimate the

percentage of peers who act similarl-y or hold the same

bel-ief s as themselves.

Meta-analytic reviews (wlutten, Atkins, Champion,

Edwards, Hardy, Story, & Vanderklok, 1985; Mullen & Hu,

19BB) found that tests of the hypothesis that subjects

overestimaLe consensus for their behaviours hlere highfy

signifícant and of moderate magnitude. The magnitude

of overestimation of consensus increases for

undesirabl-e behaviours, such as high fear (Suls & Wan,

L987), or undesirabte health behaviours (SuIs, Wan, &

Sanders, 19BB) .

Ind.ividuation from the group occurs al-so in

estimaLes of consensus. When people are members of a
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majority gror-rp, they tend to underestimate the size of

t.heir own majority, making it appear that their

opinions or behaviours are more unique and indiwidual

than they actually are, a phenomenon labelled the false

uniqueness effect (Suts & lrlan, I9B'/) . A meta-analytic

rewiew revealed not only t.he consistency of the effect,

but that it increased in magnitude as the dífference in

size between the minority and majority group increased

(Mul-Ien & Hu, 1-988) emphasizing the tendency of people

Lo see themsel-ves as unique. People thus see Lheír

strengths as unique, and their weaknesses as common-

This review of the estimates of one's peer group

confirm the consistent tendency of people to see

themsel-ves in a positive light that was observed in the

formation of attributions after a task (Zuckerman,

l97g) , predictions of personal fuLure (I¡Ieinstein,

1-980) , comparisons of traits to one's peers (Dunning et

âf., 1989), and comparisons to one/s peer group (Codol-,

1,975) . Research has focused noL only on the

pervasiveness of sel-f-enhancement, but its change as a

resul-t of external or objective feedback.
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Sel-f-Enhancement and Clear Feedback

Self-enhancement relatiwe to others is not only

consístent., but may persist even in the face of

external, disconfirming, oY cautionary feedback- If

cl-ear feedback ís given, such as providing group

members with information as to whether they had been in

the majority in a decision, the amount of dissent, and

whether the decision was correct or not, subjects stil-l-

make self-serwing attributions for their performance

(Schlenker & Mitler, L977) . Students witl positively

estimate the occurrence of ewents to themselwes even

with accurate data in the form of actuarial tables

available (A11oy & Ahrens , 1-98'7; lVeinstein, 1980) or

with cautions to be realistic (Larwood & Whittaker,

a977). Attempts to reduce unrealistic optimism about

health by having students adopt the perspecLiwe of

another student, or providing detailed information

about several- other st.udents had only a modest effect

(Weinstein & Lachendro, L9B2) . Unrealistic optimism

was only reduced significantly when subjects were given

accurate heal-th information about. other students

(Weinst.ein, l-9 B3 ) .
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An example of the resistance of self-enhancement

to disconfirmat.ion arose from interwiews in hospitals

of 50 drivers injured in accidents. Police records

indicated 34 of the driwers had caused their own

accidents. Howewer, the accident group had nearly

identicat high self-judgements of driving skilt to a

matched control group (Preston & Harris, 1-965) ' In

other examples of resistance to objectiwe information,

subjects fail to use, or ignore, actual consensus

information in estimating consensus for their opinions

or behaviours (Goethals, Lg86; Mullen, êt â1', l-985) '

subjects also systematically ignore negative feedback

about their performance (schlenker a Mil-l-er, L977) ,

even searching ouL information which falsifies the

negative feedback and. supports a positive self-

evaluation (Pyszczynski, Greenberg, & Holt, I9B5;

Pyszczynski, Greenberg, & LaPrelle, 1985) - Finally,

people wilt enhance themsefves in direct comparisons to

a specific other person, even though they have

indirectly admit.ted elsewhere that the other person is

superior to them on the comparison dimension (DeVeIlis,

BIal-ock, Holt, Renner, Blanchard, & Kl-otz, 199L) -
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The general l-ack of change in people's sel-f -

enhancement even with feedback that disconfirms it

indicates again not only the perwasiweness of seff-

enhancement, but its consistency and strength. Various

explanations hawe been proposed for the strength and

existence of the sel-f-enhancing bias, and an

examination of these explanations and their supporting

data may further our understanding of self-enhancement

and ít.s connection Lo narcíssism.

Theoretical Expl-anations of Self -Enhancement

The explanations for self-enhancement have fal-1en

into two víewpoints, the first one being that people

are motivated to protect and enhance their sel-f-esteem

(Bradley, L97B; SÍcoly & Ross , A977) . The second

wiewpoint is that. t.he sel-f -serwing bias is a resul-t of

cognitive processes (Mill-er & Ross , 1_975) . The

cognit.ive wiewpoint was originally formulated as a

comprehensive alternate explanation to motiwational

accounts for the self-serving bias in attributions
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(Mitter & Ross , L975) .1 Subsequently, distinct

cognitiwe and motivational explanations hawe been

formufated to account for positiwe sel-f-other

comparisons (nunning et âf., 1989) and the false

consensus effecL (Ross et al., L971; Marks & MiIIer,

L9B7) vüith the result that the two viewpoints have

competed as explanations (Mullen & Hu, 19BB) Ieading to

controwersy (Ross & FIetcher, 1985) . These opposing

explanations hawe led to experiments and anal-yses

designed to support the cognitive viewpoint ín

opposition to the motiwational viewpoint (Mull-en et

â1., 1985) or the motiwational viewpoint against the

cognitive wiewpoint. (Goethals, L986; Miller, L976) or

crucial- tests between the two (Mullen & Hu, 19BB;

Mul-l-en & Riordan, 19Bg) . The results have l-ed some to

argue that the explanations are empirically

ind.istinguishable, since cognitiwe explanations can

1 The polarization between cognition and motivation that was
proposed by Bradley (L91B) and Mil-ler and Ross (L915) was at
variance to Some prewious views. Shapiro (1965) proposed that
cognition and personality were inextricably connected, with a
person's cognitiwe styte hawing a formative influence on their
þersonality. This conLrasts wíth the cognition-motiwation debate
(cf. Tetl-ock & Levi, L9B2), insofar aS a motivation to protect and
enhance sel-f-esteem is seen as a part of personality'
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al-so be formulated for most of t.he evidence for a

mot.ivated bias in attributions (Ross & Fletcher, l-985;

Tetlock & Lewi, L982) . As a result, some have argued

that both motivational and cognitive mechanisms could

operate in the sel-f -serving bias (Dunning et âI., 1989)

with experíments designed to assess the relatiwe

inf luence of t.he two (Kunda , 1-987) . Bef ore examining

these recenL syntheses and recognition that these

wiewpoints need not be polar opposites, the motiwation

and cognitive explanations wil-l be examined separately.

Motivational Expl-anations

One explanatj-on for the self-enhancing bias is

that people are motivat.ed to enhance themselves to

both prot.ect and increase their priwate self-esteem

(Sicoly & Ross , 1-977 ) or public esteem (Bradley, L97B;

cf . Marks a Mitl-er , L987 ; Zuckerman, L919) . An

implicat.ion of the motivation t.o enhance private sel-f -

esleem is that. individuals will increase their self-

enhancement as they become more ego-invol-ved (Snyder,

Stephan, & Rosenf iel-d, I978) . Mil-l-er (I976) found

greater at.t.ributions of responsibilit.y for successful
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outcomes as the subject \,vas more ego-inwolved, even

though the ego-invol-vement manipulation occurred after

t.he task. The ego-ínwolvement was implemented by

telling subjects t.hat they had high or low scores on

either a poorly validated test, ot a wefl-wal-idated

test that correfated with desirabfe outcomes. Kunda

(L981) also obtained increased self-enhancement as

subjects were more ego-involved by increasing the

threat to the subject. Tn this instance, ê9o-

invo]vement was manipulated by inf orming subj ects that

their health habits were associated with varying

degrees of illness sewerity. when the person receiwed

the information that their health habits frequently 1ed

to serious ill-ness, they showed a greater disbelief in

that information than if they had been told their

health habits were associated with mil-d ilIness.

Rosenfeld (1990) found that private self-esteem \¡/as

more associated wíth self-enhancing attributions than

pubtic sel-f-esteem. Attempts to gain pubtic esteem

were minimÍzed by having subjects form attributions

after a task while connecLed to a bogus 1ie-detector.

Subjects in this condition, where mostly private self-
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esteem operated, made more self-serving attributions

after success than subjects who made att.ributions on

paper and pencil scales, where both priwate and public

esteem can operate. A result indicating public esteem

does play a rol-e in self-enhancement can occur when a

supportive audience is present after success on a task.

This increases the motivation Lo self-enhance and

results in more self-serving att.ributions from high

self-esteem subjects (Schlenker, Weigold, & Hallam,

1990) .

The motivatÍon to protect and increase public

esteem has also been inwoked to explain studíes that

have not, f ound a sel-f -serving bias. Bradley (l-978)

noLes that. performance could be publicly and

objectively evaluated in these studies. The

possibility of public disconfírmation of sel-f-serwing

attributions would be embarrassing, therefore esteem

needs would besL be met by making modest., rather than

self-serving, at.tributions in public. Separate studíes

confirm that t.he possibility of public disconfirmation

of one's att.ributions or abilities reduces self-

enhancement compared to hawing no possible public
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d.isconfirmation (de Vries & van Knippenberg, L987;

Mitler & Schtenker, 1-985) .

The reduction of sel-f-enhancement when public

d.isconfirmation may occur raises the issue of socj-al

desirabilit.y and it.s hypothesized components of self -

d.eception and impression management- SeIf-deception

arises when the person actually believes his or her

overly positive setf-reports (Sackeim & Gur, L97B) -

Impression management occurs when the person

deliberatety dissembles in theír sel-f -presentatíon

(Millham & Kellog , 1-980; Paul-hus , L984) - Both

processes appear inwolved under certain conditions of

setf-enhancement. Self-deception may be identical to

many of the ínstances of self-enhancement cited abowe

where people seem to sincerely beliewe their positive

sel-f-evaluations aS indicated by their non-modification

with external or d.isconfirming feedback. Impression

managiemenL is indicated when subjecLs reduce their

self-enhancing evaluations under conditions of public

evafuation. Impression management may be activated

only in situations of public eval-uation with possible

disconfirmation, since responding anonymously leads to
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more self-enhancement (de Vries & van Knippenberg,

L987; Miller & Schlenker, 1985) .

Coqnitive Explanations

The interpretation that self-enhancement is a

resul-t of a motivation to protect and enhance either

public or private self-esteem has been challenged by an

information processing paradigm. This explanation

argues that the optimistic views of the self are due

only to cognit.ive processes, whether they are rational

(Marks & Miller, 1987) or conLain shortcomings (Nisbett

& Ross, 19BO). One fl-aw or shortcut in cognition is

the representativeness heuristic (Kahneman & Tversky,

1-g'/2), where people judge the probability of an event

by t.he degree to which it resembles it.s larger

population of events, rather than calculating the

actual probabitity of the event. For example, people

judge that the sequence of coin tosses HHTHTTTH is more

likely to occur Lhan TTTTTTTT. Both sequences have an

equal probability of occurring, but the first one

resembles more closely the larger population of eight

coín t.oss sequences. This large population has a vast
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number of sequences which are a mix of H and T. A

second shortcut is the availabitity heuristic, where

people judge frequency or probability by the ease of

which rel-evant examples are remembered (Tversky &

Kahneman, t9'73) with their availability increased by

the viwidness of the example (Nisbett & Ross, 1980).

To il-l-ustrate, people overestimate the probabil-ity of

dying in aírplane accidents, events which are easily

remembered due to their drama and extensiwe media

coverag.e. The availabitity heuristic has been applied

to explain Lhe overestimates of consensus (Marks &

MíIter, L9B7; Mull-en & Hu, l-9BB) .

Other information processing explanations have

been advanced. Nisbett and Ross (l-980) discuss the

possibility that a person's environment exposes them to

largely positive information from significant others -

The positive estimations of one's ability may be partly

a result of a person assimilating the positiwe

inf ormation surrounding t.hem- Mullen et al- - (l-985)

offered a simil-ar hypothesis for the overestimation of

consensus, that it coul-d be f rom a non-motivational,

unintentional distorLion by sel-ectiveÌy exposing
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oneseff to those with whose opinions viere similar to
ones own and assimilating their information, which

matches one's own beliefs. Miller and Ross (1'975)

offer four separate information processing explanations

for the self-enhancing attributions of subiects after

success on a task. The first is based on the

cowariation principle, that an effect is attributed to

Lhe cause with which it cowaries over time. Second,

peopte expect success more than failure, hawing

intervened to produce success and avoid failure.

Third, people may not understand the concept of

contingeflcy, judging the strength of a relationship

based on t.he inst.ances where two variabl-es co-occur,

rather than when they do not. A final wariable is that

people differ in t.he degree of complexity they obserwe

in the environment. Subjects who are not cognitiwely

complex will attribute more responsibility for success

to themselves by not perceiving moderating variabl-es.

The ínformation processing paradigm offers seweral

al-ternative explanations to a motivational paradigm to

account for the phenomenon of sel-f-enhancement. For

example, information processing explanations are able
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to predíct findings in the estimates of consensus that

motivational- explanations cannot (Marks & Miller, L987;

Mullen & Hu, 1988) . However, if cognitive processes or

biases resuft in self-serwing estimates of oneself,

then receivíng accurate information about one's peer

group, or one's performance, should el-iminate the sel-f -

serving estimates. The accurale information should

result in accurate estimates of one's peers or

performance (Goethals, 1986) . The resístance of

subjects Lo incorporate accurate or disconfirming

feedback appears to be a significant problem with the

informatíon processing wiew and suggests that some

motivational facLors may have a powerful infl-uence.

The incomplete and competing explanations from

information processing and motiwational- frameworks hawe

resulted in att.empts at synthesizing t.he two.

Syntheses of Motiwational and Coqnitiwe Theories of

Sel- f - Enhancement

Greenwald (1980) hypothesizes that various

cognitiwe biases function to maint.ain and organize

knowledge within the self. He defines the self , or
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ego, as an organization of knowledge, and argues that

the surwival of the ego depends on its maintenance of

the knowledge strucLure. A substantial rewision t.o the

knowledge framework of the self would require a

significant amount of energy, and dissol-ution of the

knowled.ge structure would mean the dissolution of the

sel-f. Given these negative consequences, hê considers

that the sel-f is motivated to maintain its organization

of knowledge through three cognitive biases, one of

which he cal-l-ed benef f ectance. Benef f ectance is the

tendency to credit onesel-f for success and to minimize

responsibility for failure, which is the self-serwing

attribuLion pattern discussed abowe. The second

cognitiwe bias is egocentricity where the self is

perceiwed as being more important than it is by t.he

tendency to overestimate control and to organize memory

around the sel-f . The f inal- cognitiwe bias is

conservatism where the person is predisposed to retain

knowledge strucLures by confirming previously held

judgements. Since previous knowledge is selectíweIy

evaluated to appear true, the person has a sense of
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cooperate to contribute to self-esteem.

Nisbett and Ross (1980) propose an integration of

cognitive and mot.ívatíonaf factors on the assumption

that exchanging similar opinions and receiving positive

feedback from others is pleasant. The person is thus

motiwated. to associate with those who hawe similar

beliefs and who wil-t give the person positive

appraisals of his or her behawiour. As a resul-t, the

information the person receiwes from theír enwironment

creates and supports a positiwe wiew of the self.

Kunda (1,987) prowides a synthesis where cognitiwe

operations are used in the service of motivational-

end.s. Motivational- f orces sel-ect not only the ewidence

to be consídered, but afso the cognitive process to be

used for parLicular situations. The author's t.heory

that motivational processes are foundational to sel-f-

serving opinions was supported by experiments which

indicated that motiwational, but not cog-nitiwe, factors

v/ere a necessary condition for the formation of self-

serving concepts (Kunda, L987) .
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The essential role of motivational factors in

self-enhancement is also indicated by the lack of

alteration of self-serving beliefs in the face of

disconfirmíng ewidence. If self-serwing beliefs vùere

only the resul-t of information processing, then

disconfirming evidence should change the self-serwing

belief since contrary informat.ion is being processed-

The lack of change that occurs when disconfirming

evidence is availabte indicates people are motivated to

see themselves positiwely.

The finding that sel-f-enhancement is not purely a

result of cognitive processes, but is significantly

influenced by motivation has an important implication-

When Miller and Ross (L975) formulated a "non-motivated

information processing analysis" (p. 21-3) for sel-f -

serving biases in attribut.ion they hypothesized that

the personality variables that had been observed to

infl-uence the pattern of attributj-on were not connected

to a mot.ivation to prot.ect and enhance sel-f -esLeem.

Rather, t.hey thought t.hat the indiwidual differences

that were observed were from differentiaf performance

expectancies, or differential concerns over the
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cowariaLion between behaviour and outcome. The logical

implication from MiIIer and Ross' position is that

sel-f-enhancement cannot be a personality variable in

itself, since it is a non-motiwated information

processing phenomenon. Since sel-f-enhancement is not a

personality wariable in the Miller and Ross framework,

t.hey would predict that. the connection between self -

enhancement and varíous personality wariabl-es such as

narcissism would be nul-I or weak. However, because

self -enhancement has been shown to be noLably

j-nfluenced by a motivat.ion to protect and enhance self -

esteem, whích is a personality variable, then a

significant connection between self -enhancemenL and

personality wariables such as narcissism can be

posited. This connection is al-so possible because both

narcissism (Kernberg, L975) and sel-f-enhancement

(Svenson, l-981) exist as continuous variables in the

normal- population.

Links bet.ween Narcissism and Sel-f -Enhancing Bias

The existence of both narcissism and sel-f-

enhancement as aspect.s of personality allows for
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consideration of the links between the two. The

strongest link between narcissism and self-enhancement

is the conÌmon element of superiority. Superiority, and

its related characLerístics of grandiosity and seff-

importance, emerged quite clearly ín the description of

the narcissistic personalíty (APA, 1980) . Narcissistic

peopte consider themselves ent.itl-ed to special

treatment by others and wil-l- exploit them in order to

obtain it. Furthermore, there is marked grandíosity,

fantasies of unlimit.ed wealth, brilliance and beauty.

These fantasies strongly suggest superiority. If one

considered others equally beaut.iful and tal-ented, then

one is simply equaliz|ng oneseff to others, a concept

quite dist.ant from the owerall consLruct of narcissism.

The feature that is most telIíng of superiority is the

exaggerated sense of sel-f -import.ance. Superiority also

appears in sel-f-enhancement, which is defined by people

thinking that compared to their peers, they have more

responsibility for success, and more positiwe futures

and traits than their peers, and adhere closer to

valued norms than their peer group.
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The second paral1el between narcissism and sel-f-

enhancement is that it was recently proposed that a

form of "cognitiwe narcissism" is central to the

construct of enhancement (Pauthus & Reid, L99r) This

cognitive narcissism vias Seen in items with the highest

load.ings on the factor of enhancement. These items

dispJ-ayed an inflated confj-dence in one's cognitiwe

powers and influence.

The final parallel to be rewiewed ín the upcoming

section invol-ves mental health. Three of four factors

on the NPI have positive correl-ations to self-esteem

and negative correlations to depression. The same

pattern exists for sel-f -enhancement (Taylor & Brown,

19BB) . The review below examines the evidence that

dysphoric, clinically depressed individuafs, and people

with low self-esLeem hawe a real-istic, rather than

self-enhancing view of themselves. Considering these

similaríties, one might speculate that narciss j-sm wil-l-

correlate with the high end of a distríbut.ion of

motivated self-inflation and superioriLy that is

present in the normal population. The constructs are

not expected to corroborate perfectly, since there are
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two dimensions of narcissism, covert and overt, and

some factors of narcíssism are correfated to depression

and low sel-f -esLeem, which is contrary to the

correlations observed for sel-f-enhancement to these

variables.

Narcissism, Self-Enhancement, and Mental- Health

An interesting connection between a motiwation to

sel-f -enhance and ot.her personality variabl-es is al-so

observed in a group which does not hold a sel-f-serwing

bias. Individual-s who are dysphoric, which is mÍIdly

depressed, or who are clinical-1y depressed, are

accurate rather than self-servíng, or even self-

denigrating, in their estimation of themselves. These

resul-ts wil-l be revíewed in an attempt to further

explaín t.he conjunction of narcissism, self-serwing

bias and ment.al- heal-th.

Depressiwe Real-ism

Depressive real-ism refers to the tendency of

depressed people to dispJ-ay less of the sel-f -enhancing

bias than non-depressed people. People who are
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depressed are l-ess like1y to see the self in a more

positive and l-ess negat.ive light than their peers

(Sweeney, Anderson, & Bailey, L986) , but are realistic

instead (Lewínsohn et ãf., 1980).

Two caveats must be issued before the results from

studies in the field of depressive realism are

reviewed. First, Lhe majority of the studies to be

cited used undergraduate students defined as depressed

by scores of nine or above on the Beck Depression

fnventory (BDI; Beck, a97B) with the majority of

indiwidual-s in the range of 9-l-5 on the BDf (e.9.,

Campbell, 1-986) . Researchers point out that these

subjects can be considered as mi1d1y depressed

(Campbell, 1,986; Dunning & Story, L99L) and that. scores

at this lewel on the BDT do not indicate the presence

of Lhe ctinical syndrome of depression (Alloy & Ahrens,

L9B7; Benassi a Mahler, 1985). Some researchers

(Ahrens et. âf . , 1-9BB) including Beck (Kendal-l, Hollon,

Beck, Hammen, & Ing,ram, L987) recommend that. the term

'rdysphoric" be used for subjects scoring in this range.

This recommendation wil-l be followed for this paper,

although other researchers hawe used the term
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"depressed" for subjects largely in the range of 9-15

on the BDI (Altoy & Ahrens, L9B'7; Benassi ç Mahler,

1-985; Campbell, L986; Dunníng & Story, L991") .

Terminology aside, t.he caweat is that the

phenomenon of depressive real-ism has been studied most

extensively in undergraduate populations with subjects

who are dysphoric. Depressiwe realism has been

observed in cl-inically depressed patients (Lewinsohn

et. â1., 1980; Raps et. al. L9B2) but more extensive

replícation of the resul-ts ín clinical samples is

necessary.

A second caveat in depressive real-ism research is

that it is assumed that depressed and non-depressed

people have roughly the same experiences in the various

aspects of their l-ives , dfl assumption l-abel-l-ed "naive

realism" (Dobson & Franche, i-989) . Naive realism

assumes that dysphoric and non-dysphoric people hawe

similar attributes, Iife histories, and dail-y events in

their liwes (Dunning & Story, L99I) . Therefore, any

wariatíons in t.he estimation of the self Lo peers are

labetled cognitive illusion, since it is assumed t.hat

the person has Lhe same experiences as their peers.
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Recent research indicates that dysphoric subjects may

be different from normals (Dunning & Story, l99L) , and

thus the assumption that the t\n/o groups have similar

experiences may be inwal-id. The study found that the

predictions of dysphoric people about events in their

lives were more pessimístic than normals' predictions

about reaf life events. Howewer, the dysphorics'

predictions vrere not pessimistic enough because the

dysphorics' futures turned out worse than even they had

anticipated. The authors concluded dysphoric people

are owerly optimistic about their indiwidual futures,

and only appear real-istic when compared to non-

dysphoric people. Replication j-s needed since the

findings are inconsist.ent with other studies

demonstrat.ing accuracy in cl-inically depressed subjects

(Lewinsohn et. aI., l-980), or even depressive

distortion (Dobson & Franche, 1989).

Keeping the cautions in mind, depressive realism

occurs fairly consistently. It was first observed when

it was found that. dysphoric indiwiduals accurately

judge the degree of their control over probabilistic

outcomes, whereas non-depressed people overestimate
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their degree of control (Alloy & Abramson, 1979) .

Dysphoric people exhibit differences to non-dysphoric

people j-n areas other than differential estimates of

control . Dif f erences exist in attribut.ional- pattern

(Sweeney et âI., 1986), predictions for the future

(Alloy & Ahrens, I9B7) , comparisons of traits (AÌ.rens,

Zeiss, & Kanf er, l-9BB) , and estimates of opinions

rel-ative to the group (Campbell, r-986) .

In a meta-analytic review of a04 studies with

nearly l-5,000 subjects (Sweeney et a-I., l-986), seweral

at.t.ribut.ional pat.t.erns were associated with depression,

usually mil-d depression as defined by scores above 1-6

on the Beck Depression InwenLory (Beck, t97B) . Inlhen

negative events occur, depressed and dysphoric subjects

make more attributions overall- to internal-, stable, and

global causes than normals. Furthermore, increasing

depression is associated with more internal, stable,

and global attributions. The magnitude of the effect

size correlating the composite attribution measure

after negatiwe ewents to depression was moderate (.21)

accordJ-ng to Cohen's (1988) criteria. when positive

events occur, dysphorics form attributions to more
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externaf, unstable, and specific causes than normals,

but t.his association is weaker than the pattern for

negat.ive events. The ef f ect sLze of t.he composíte

attribution measure to depression was smal-I (.15) by

Cohen's criteria. The owerall dysphoric attribution

pattern is opposite to normals, who make externafízed

attributions for negative outcomes, but internalized

attributions for posít.ive ones. The revíewers conclude

that dysphorics see good and bad events occurring to

them as origínating equally from both internal- and

external causes. Non-dysphoric individuals judge good

events as originatíng from internal- causes, and bad

events from exLernal causes (Raps, Peterson, Reinhard,

Abramson, & Sefigman, 1-982) .

This attribuLional- sLyle is specific to the

dysphoric person's own actions and not the actions of

others. This is similar t.o the aLtributions of non-

dysphoric people for negative outcomes to others

(Sweeney, Schaeffer, & Golin, 1982i cf. Alloy,

Albright, & Clements, 1987). Also, "depressive"

attributions seem not to be characteristic of most

other t.ypes of psychopathology (Raps et aI. L982) .
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Depressíve realism al-so extends to predictions

about the future, traít comparisons, and consensus

estímates. Dysphoric students make accurate, unbiased

predictions of their future academj-c outcome, whereas

non-dysphoric people overestimate their probability of

success (Alloy & Ahrens, L9B7) . In trait comparisons,

dysphoric individuats evaluate themselves as being no

more or less socially skíl-led than others (Ahrens et

â1., 1988). For judgements of social- competence in

group interaction, normafs and even psychiatric

control-s rate themselwes more positiwely than observers

do. Clinically depressed people judge t.hemsel-ves

accurately, compared to hidden obserwers' ratj-ngs of

them (Lewinsohn et â1. , 1980) . This effect diminishes

with decreasing levels of depression (Gotlib & Mel-tzer,

a9B7). In other studies, dysphoric subjects saw

themselves as sometimes worse or sometimes better than

the average student on both posítive and negative

attríbutes (Campbell, Lg86; Tabachnick et â1., 1983).

Depressiwe real-ism occurs even in estimation of

consensus. Dysphoric students are l-ess 1ikely to
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display inflated consensus for their opinions than non-

dysphoric students (Campbell, 1986) .

To summarize, dysphoric people are generally

realistic in their attributions for responsibility

after success or failure, predictions about their

personal future, comparisons of their traits and

abil-ities to ot.hers, and estimates of consensus for

their opínions. This contrasts with normal people, who

hawe self -serving wiews in al-l these areas.

Low Sel-f -Esteem Realism

The finding of depressiwe realism, instead of

pessimism, is parallel-ed in the study of self -esteem.

In a prowocatiwe rewiew, Baumeister, Tice & Hutton

(1989) propose that individuals who are normatively low

in self-esteem present in a neutral-, intermediate

fashion rather than a sel-f -derogatory fashion on sel-f -

esteem scal-es. They endorse the items at the midpoints

of the scale, rather than the negatiwe, self-derogatory

items at the l-ower end of the scale. Low (or, more

accurately, medium) sel-f -esteem subject.s display a

sel-f -protective bias in how they present themsel-ves to
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others, casting themsel-wes in a reafístic light and

avoiding embarrassment. Low self-esteem people focus

on remedying weakness and minimizing risk- They tend

Lo also be slow and cautious in claiming desirabl-e

traits.

The cauLious, self-protectiwe style of low sel-f-

esteem subjects contrasts with high self-esteem

subjects who demonstrate a self-enhancing, aggrandizing

bias in self-presentation. High self-esteem subjects

witl readily place themsefves in a posit.ive light.

They wil-t accept responsibility for t.he success of a

project prior to its completion. Furthermore, they

wil-l- take risks in sel-f -present.ation, cultivate their

positive qualities, and claim desirable traits These

differences in self-presentation obserwed on self-

esteem scafes occur also in experimental paradigms

(Schlenker et aI., l-990) . V[hen people face

increasingfy demanding evaluations by others, such as

needing to make a good sel-f-presentation in public,

high self-esLeem subjects are more egotistical in their

at.tributions af ter a task. Low sel-f -esteem subjects

become less egotisLical in attributíons as the pressure
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to make a good self-presentation increases. The

auLhors consider these resufts indicate high self-

esteem peopte hawe a self-enhancing self-presentational

styte, where l-ow sel-f -esteem people are self -

protective. These self-presentation differences are

seen as motivational-ly influenced (Schl-enker eL â1.,

1-990), or even based on motivational- differences

(Baumiester et âf ., l-989) wíth high sel-f -esteem

subjects motivated to enhance themsel-wes and low sel-f -

esteem subj ects not.

Narcissism and Mental Heal-th

To summarize, dysphoria, depression, and l-ow sel-f -

esteem are all linked with a lack of positive self-

eval-uation and positive sel-f -presentation. ConverseJ-y,

it appears that an infl-ated sense of the sel-f is linked

with lack of depression, and high self-esteem. This

concfusion is supported by three of the four factors on

the NPI, which display positive correl-aLions Lo self-

esteem, and negative correfations to depression and

anxiety (Emmons, 1-984; hlatson et. âf ., 1988; Watson et.

âf ., 1-981; trrlatson & Morris, l99a) . Sel-f -inflation is a
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basic aspect of narcissism, and these correlations are

not surprising, given the rel-ationshíp of self -

enhancement to depression and self-esteem.

However, t.he rel-ationship of narcissism to mental

health is not uniform. Narcíssism does exist as a

pathological personality disorder ínvol-ving poor mentaf

health. This may be best illustrated by the factor of

Entitlement/Exptoitiveness, which has positive

rel-ationships to depression, personal distress, and

anxieLy, and negat.ive relationships to self-esteem

(Emmons, L9B4; hlatson et. â1., 1-988; Watson et. âÌ.,

L987) . Entitl-ement/ExploiLiveness may measure more

pathology than any other factor of the NPI, since it

shows the highest correfation with the scale developed

on a population of pathological- narcissists, the NPDS

(Emmons, a9B'7; Watson et. âf ., 1,984) . Narcissism, at

least ín the rang-e measured by the NPI, has co-

occurring rel-atj-onships to mental- health from the

dimension of sel-f-inf1aLion, and psychological distress

from the dimension of pathology. ft is quite feasible

that measures of more pathological narcissism than what
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the NPI measures wil-l- not display the correlation to

mental heal-th, since the pathology is more severe.

Positive ll-l-usions and Mental Hea]th

The research reviewed indicat.es weff-functioning

indiwidual-s hawe inaccurate estimates of their skil-l-,

abitities, and normativeness compared to their peer

group. These owerly positive, inaccurate biases in

self -estimati-on are l-abell-ed positive il-lusions (Tayl-or

& Bro\¡¡n, l-9BB) . These positive illusions will- be

explored not onJ-y for the correl-ation to mental health

reviewed above, but also for their possible rol-e in

maintaining and promoting it. TayJ-or, Co1lins, Skokan,

a Aspínwatl (1989) do not define a positive il-lusion as

a denial- or repression of negatíwe information. Both

of these two defenses alter the perception of realíty

by ignoring or suppressing parts of reality. Rather, a

positiwe ill-usion does not disregard reality, but

interprets it in the best possible light.

Three Iines of evidence il-lustrat.e t.hat positive

illusions are strongly linked with and serve to

maint.ai-n mental- heal-th. This ís in contrast to some
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earlier views on ment.al heal-th, which had stressed that

accurate contact with, and obserwation of t.he

surrounding environment was an integral part of healthy

functioning (Taylor & Brown, 19BB) . The first linkage

is that these positiwe illusions are hel-d only by

psychologically healthy/ non-depressed people. Second,

positive il-lusions facititate healthy social and work-

rel-ated functioning. Finally, positive illusions are

hypothesized t.o aid adaptation in the face of, and

after, powerful threats to the individual by assisting

in the development of a sense of meaning, mastery, and

sel-f-enhancement for the individual. It ís important

to realize that the rel-ationship between positive

illusions and mental health may be a repetition of the

l-ink between sel-f-esLeem and mental heal-th (e.9.

Peartin & Schooler, L97B; Shamir, L9B6; Winef iel-d &

Tiggemann, 1990). Positive illusj-ons, at least in the

form of sel-f-enhancement on traits and abilities, are

intimat.ely connected with self -esteem (Pelham & Swann,

l-989) . Therefore, the link of positive illusions to

healt.hy functioning may be the same link sel-f -esteem

has to t.he f atter.
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The association of positiwe il-lusions with the

absence of depression is the first of the three lines

of ewídence suggesting that t.hese biases are associated

with mental- health. It now appears those who are most

accurate in their perceptions of the environment as

well- as in their perceptions of their skills and

functioning are those who are either dysphorÍc or

depressed, which is not considered optimal functioning.

As depression remits, the positive bj-as reappears,

indicat.ing again the link between mental health and

positive biases (Lewinsohn et â1., 1-980) .

The favourabl-e interpretation of reality in

positive illusions seems to facilitate daily

functioning, providing the second line of evidence for

t.he tink between positiwe illusions and adaptive

functioning. A recent review (Taylor & Brown, 19BB)

found posítive il-l-usions in several- different domains

correlated wíth happiness, caring for others, and

productive work. In contrast, repression is associated

with a sígnificant loss of both positive and negatiwe

emotion, and with less productivity, happiness, and

resilience to stress (Taylor et al., 1989).
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The third line of evidence suggesting that

positiwe illusions are associated with psychological

health is that they are hypothesized to be necessary

for adaptiwe functioning in the face of serious

adversit.y (Taylor & Brown, 19BB) . Taylor (1-983;

Taylor, Lichtman, & Wood, 1-984) describes the role of

positiwe illusions in adapting to a severe personal

adversj-ty or tragedy, such as a diagnosis of cancer.

rn intensiwe int.ervíews with 78 breast cancer victi-ms,

Taylor (1983) found positive il-l-usions existed in three

Lhemes: a search for meaning or cause of the cancer/ a

sense of mastery over ít, and an effort to enhance

self-esteem. More of the women (95+) searched for a

cause for their cancer than did their husbands (63?).

The sense of mastery occurred when women (672) felt

they had some control over the course or recurrence of

their cancer, while some of the rest thought the

doctors did. This sense of control was enacted through

various strategies such as meditation or imaging,

diet.s, acquiring information, and control-l-ing drug

side- effecLs .
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The third theme of adjustment to threaL, after

meaning and mastery, was enhancement of sel-f -esteem,

which has been observed previously (Vüills, 1981). The

majoríty of women interviewed said the changes in their

l-iwes since cancer were only posítive, and that they

\^/ere well-adjust.ed. at present, even bett.er adjusted

t.han during the ill-ness or before the cancer was

diagnosed (Taylor, 1983). These results hawe been

further replicated. Individuals threatened by physical

illness will- compare themselves to less fortunate

others in an effort to increase or preserve their sel-f-

esteem (Taylor, Buunk, & Aspinwall-, 1990; Taylor &

Lobel , IgBg; lrlills, 1981) . Over 90? of cancer patients

interwiewed (Taytor, 1983) or surveyed (TayIor, Falke,

Shoptaw, & Lichtman, 1986) considered they rÁ/ere coping

better, and. in better health than other people with

cancer. If a person is disadvantaged in significant

ways, they wil-l- carefully select the dimension on which

they evaluate themsel-ves to others so as to enhance

themsel-ves (Taylor et âf ., 1990; Taylor et dL., l-983) .

A subject wil-l- directly say they are coping better than

another person with the same disease even if the
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comparison targiet person is coping better by the

subject's indirect admission (DeVell-is et âf . , l-991-) .

The tendency for physically threatened people to

compare themselves to less advantaged others may also

result in imaginary comparison targets being

constructed (Wood et â1., l-985) . The sel-ection of

disadvantaged people for comparison, construction of

hypot.hetical peopte, and denial of the superior coping

of others suggests the need to enhance oneself

determj-nes how comparisons will- be made (Taylor , I9B3 ¡

Taylor, LichLman & Wood , L9B4) . This is simil-ar to

Kunda's (L987 ) hypotheses that motivational- forces to

self-enhance sel-ect the cognitive process to be used

f or particul-ar situat.ions.

Taylor (1983) noted that specific cognitions or

illusions, whatever their validíty, serve to maintain

the broader themes of mastery, meaning, and sel-f-esteem

under conditions of threat. The content of the

specific cognition is thus not as important as the

maintenance of the larger theme. This is exemplified

by people having multiple causal- attributions about

their cancer, or making multiple self-enhancing
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comparisons. This motiwation to preserwe the larger

theme by having multiple cognitions serve the theme, or

replacing deficíent cognitions is possibfy the same

motiwational- basis for self-enhancing comparisons,

attributions, and prophecies rewiewed abowe. In

summary, a motivation to preserwe and maintain sel-f-

esteem by self-enhancement appears ín both the presence

and absence of threat.

Summary and Hypotheses

The tendency to see the self in a more positive

light than one's peers emerges in both narcissism and

socíal cognitJ-on. Superiority appears as a feature of

narcissism, not merely in its definition ín DSM-III,

but also in the personality traits correl-ated to the

most researched narcissism ínventory, Lhe NPT.

Superiority also appears when people compare themsel-wes

to others. They persistently see themselves more

positively than their peers, even with disconfirming or

contrary evidence availabl-e. The conÌmon element of

superíority is the first link between narcissism and

sel-f -enhancement. The second l-ink is t.hat. a form of
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cognitive narcissism, or exaggerated confidence in

one's thinking abiilities, has recently been proposed

to be central t.o the concept of enhancement (Paulhus &

Reid, L99a) . Fínally, narcissism has some similar

l-inks to self -enhancement ín the domai-n of mental

heatth. Sel-f -enhancement is correl-ated to high self -

esteem, and l-ack of dysphoria or depression, as are

some of the factors on the NPT (Emmons , 1-984) . The NPf

has, as the larger construct of narcissism does, links

t.o pathof ogy, depressíon, and low self -esteem. The

simil-arities between narcissism and self-enhancement

indícate that narcissism may be strongly correl-ated to

an extreme of self-enhancement. Howewer, the

correlations of narcissism Lo pathology indicate t.hat

it. is not consistently l-inked to mental health, âs

sel-f - enhancement is .

Several hypotheses can be derived from the

literature review and theories of the rel-ationship

between narcissism and sel-f-enhancement. The first

hypothesis is t.hat there will be a positive correlatÍon

beLween narcissism, as measured by the NPI, and self-

enhancement. Second, self-enhancement is predicted to
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be positively correfated with self-esteem, since both

are strongly Iinked with a self-enhancing

presentationat styte, and self-esteem is positively

correl-ated with some factors on the NPI. Third, the

phenomenon of depressive realism predicts that there

will be a negative association between self-enhancement

and l-evel- of depression. Setf -enhancement will include

boLh overesLimation and acceptance of positive traits,

and und.erestimation and deniat of negative traj-ts

rel-atíve to ot.hers.

The positive correfations of the Entitl-ement and

Exploitiveness components of narcissism to depressj-on

resul-t in subsidiary hypotheses on the assumption that

they have similar relationships to other scales. To

begin, t.he negatiwe association between sel-f -

enhancement and depression predicts a simil-ar negatiwe

or weak correlatíon bet.ween Entit.Iement and

Exploitiveness and sel-f - enhancement . Furt.hermore /

positiwe correlations between depression, Entitl-ement,

Exploitiveness, and psychological dístress are

hypothesized. Psychological dist.ress includ.es a number

of symptoms of psychopathology, such as paranoid
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ideation, psychoticísm, depression and anxiety, and is

measured by scales such as the Symptom Check List 90-R

(Derogatis, l-983) . Entitl-ement and Exploitiveness

factors are more strongly correlated with

psychopathology than the other NPI factors (Emmons,

a984) .

A possible confound is the presence of a response

bias result.ing from social desirability, since

subjects' responses on the self-enhancement. scale may

be from attempts to appear more favourable to the

experimenter, rather than their genuine self-appraisal.

Recent factor analysis of social desirabifity scales

indicat.es that there are t.hree factors which appear,

instead of two as !üas previously thought (Paul-hus &

Reid, L991-) . The first factor is composed of items

from lie scafes (Paul-hus, L984; Sackeim & Gur, 1-979)

and scores on this factor increase with public

administralion compared to anonymous administration,

Índicating great.er impression management

(Lautenschlager & Flaherty, 1990; Paulhus, l-984) .

The two remaining factors originate from self-

deception, and both deal with true but psychologically
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threatening items (Paulhus, L984) . One factor consists

of enhancement items where the person claíms positiwe

characteristics for themself. The second factor is

composed of denial ítems in which the subject denies

negative behaviours or thoughts (Paul-hus a neid, a99I) .

Both factors are positively associated with menLaf

healt.h, measured by self -esteem and denial- of symptoms

of distress (Linden, Paul-hus, & Dobson, L986; Roth &

Ingram, 19 B5 ; Sackeim, 19 83 ; Sackeim & Gur , 1-97 B ;

Sackeim & Gur, 1,9'79) . The associaLion with mental

heal-th is stronger for the enhancement items than the

denial items of sel-f-deception, although the denial

items are stil-l- significantly correl-ated wj-th mental-

heal-th (Paul-hus & Reíd, L99a; Roth, Snyder, & Pace,

l-986).

It is plausible that there is an association

between the self-decept.ion enhancement factor and the

larger construct of self-enhancement. It appears that

the two are closely related processes since both deal

wit.h self -enhancement, and have simil-ar correlations to

mental- health. However, a distinguishing feature

bet.ween the two is that self-deception enhancement
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inquires about psychologically threatening behaviors,

whereas sel-f-enhancement does not. The psychological

threat in self-deception enhancement is at l-east a

possible confound in t.he degree to which iL measures

setf-enhancement. It is also quite plausible that the

psychological threat component in self-deception

enhancement means that. it measures a noticeably

different construcL from self -enhancement,.

Therefore, it is hypothesized t.hat there wiII be a

negative correlation between sel-f-deception, especially

t.he enhancement items, and psychological distress which

includes depression. Previous research also reports

modest negatiwe correlations between impression

managemenL and psychological- distress (Linden, Paulhus,

& Dobson, L9B6; Sackeim & Gur, t97B¡ Sackeim & Gur,

L979), a correlation which is expected to replicate.

Since the two scal-es are correlated, and it has been

found that partialling out the variance shared by the

scales can affect thei-r correlations with other scales

(Fl-ett, Blankstein, Pliner, & Bator, l-9BB ) , it is

hypothesized thaL the negat.ive correlat.ion between the
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impression management scal-e and psychological distress

wil-l- disappear once sel-f -deception is accounted for.

To date, the existence of the sel-f-enhancing bias

has frequently been inferred from subjects'

attributions after a discrete event, ot from subjects'

prophecies about the occurrence of future events.

Using multiple scaled trait or ability comparisons may

remove varíance from a particufar event and would yield

more finely graded, diverse data. Therefore, for the

purposes of this st.udy self-enhancement was measured by

self-other comparisons. Self-other comparisons are an

important measure of the construct of sel-f-enhancement

(Taylor, 1-983 ) . Setf -enhancement includes an overly

posít.íve wiew of the sel-f , àfl exagigerated sense of

control- over one's environment, unrealistically

positive predictions of one's future (Taylor & Brown/

19BB) and self -serving at.t.ributions for outcomes on

tasks (Ross & Sicoly, a979) . Self-enhancement has been

measured by self-other comparisons, but the

correl-ations to different measures of sel-f -enhancement

is unknown and assessing sel-f-enhancement by one mode
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about thatpermits valid concfusions to be

particular mode of measurement.
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METHOD

Subj ects

402 subj ects r,\rere recruited f rom the f ntroductory

Psychotogy subject pool Lo particípat.e for course

credit.. Sex, âgê, years of residence in North America,

and Englj-sh as first language were assessed due to the

possibility of gender and cross-cultural differences

(CarrolI , 1-987; l-989; Stevenson, Lee, Chen, Lummis,

Stigler, Fan, & Ge, 1-990; Swenson, 1981-) -

Materials

Narcíssistíc Personalítv Inventory (NPI)

The rewised 40 item version of t.he NPI (Raskin &

Terry, 19BB; Appendix A) was adminisLered, which

samples the characteristics of NPD as defined in DSM-

III. The internal- consist.ency of the scale is .83, and

al-ternate form reliabilit.y over eight weeks is .72

(Raskin & Hatt, 1981; Raskin & Terry, 19BB) . Given the

diwergent. factor structure of the NPI found in previous

research (Emmons, L9B7; Raskin & Terry, 19BB), the

factor structure of the NPI was examined by a principal
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componenLs factor analysis in this study- High scorers

on t.he NPI have been found t.o be dominant, extroverted,

exhibitionist.ic, ag-gressive, impulsiwe, self -centred,

self-satisfied and non-conforming; they hawe also been

found to be low on abasement, deference, and social

anxiety, providing evidence of the construct val-idity

of the NPI (Raskin & Terry, 19BB) .

SeIf-Other Comparison Inventory (SOCI)

For the purpose of the present research a measure

of self -enhancemenL was deweloped t.hat inwolwes

comparison of positive and negative traits and

abil-ities. Forty scafes with positive and negative

items were created, with 21 points on the scal-e

(Appendix B) . The J-arge number of points on the scale

was necessary because previous research (Dunning et

a.L., 1989) indicated responses on some self-other

comparison dimensions \,vere highly skewed and a scafe

wíth fiwe or seven points may have had nearly all

subjects circling the most exLreme response. Some

items on the SOCf were drawn from prewious research on

socíal- comparison, such as driving skill and safety
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(Swenson, 1981), intelligence (Larwood & Whittaker,

197'7), ability to get along with others (Myers, I9B'/)

warious dimensions of social skitl (Lewinsohn et. âI.,

1-980) , and ethical behaviour (Brenner and Molander,

1,977). The other ítems \¡,Iere created by the author and

were drawn from aspects of a person/s emotional,

mental-, volitional-, physical and interpersonaf

functioning. The scales \iì/ere arranged in random order

of positive and negative items to minimize the

possibil-it.y of response sets. The inclusion of

positive and negatiwe items also helps to reduce the

presence of response sets, âs well as measuring self-

enhancement more diwersely. Previous research has not

investigat.ed self-other comparison wíth negatiwe

characteristics and its correlates to mental health-

The internal consistency and factor structure of the

scal-e were investigated as part of the study.

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)

To measure depression, the Beck Depression

Inwentory (Beck, L978; Appendix C) \^/as utilized. It

has a test-retest reliabil-ity coefficient of 0,90 and
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an internal consistency correlation of 0 - 86. It was

original-ly developed for clinical- samples, but is walid

in col-l-ege populations for detecting both state and

trait depressions (Bumberry, Ol-iver, & Mccl-ure, 1-978;

Hammen, 1980; Zimmerman, 1986).

Sy¡qptom Check List 90-

The Sympt.om Check-List 90-R (Appendix D) is a 90

item, paper-and-pencil- measure of psychological

d.isturbance (Derogatís, 19 B3 ) . Subj ects respond to

items indicatiwe of distress experienced recently2

(e. g. , "A lump in your throatrt , "Trouble

concenLrating" ) on a five point scale ranging from "Not

at all" to 'tExtremely" based on the previous seven

days . It has nine primary s)¡mptom dimensions;

Somatization, Obsessive - Compulsíve, Interpersonal -

Sensitiwíty, Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic

Anxiety, Paranoíd Ideation, and Psychoticism. These

2 The version of t.he SCL-90-R made awailabl-e to t.he author had
been modífied previously without his being aware of the change from
the stand.ard form. The modification was to ask subjects to state
how they had felt in the past month, instead of the past week.
Therefore, results in this study with the SCL-90-R may be different
from those obtained with the correct stem where the timeframe is a
week.
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symptom dimensions demonstrate high converg'ent walidity

to conceptuatly similar MMPI scales. The correlations

to the MMP] scales which are most simil-ar in content,

or measurement of s)rmptoms/ range from r: .50 to r:

.J5, showing good construct walidity (Derogatis,

Rickels, & Rock, L976). Test-retest reliabilíty is

0.94, and internal consístency is 0.95 (Derogatís,

1983; Edwards, Yarvis, Muel1er, Zingale, & Wagman,

1-978) .

The SCL*90 has been re-analyzed to examine the

stabil-ity of the original nine factor solution, and L2

(Evenson, Hol1and, Mehta, & Yasin, 1980) to five

correl-ated factor solutions (Cyr & Atkinson, L986) have

been derived, the 1atter wíth more stringent. it.em to

facLor inclusion criteria. This instabílity in factor

sLructure casts some doubt on t.he exact multi-

dimensional nature of the SCI-.,-90-R, and other facts

poínt. to its unidimensionality. For example, much of

the variance in the SCL-9O-R is explained by the first

unrotaLed factor and there is significant correlations

among factors and items that load on multiple factors

(Cyr, McKenna-Foley, & Peacock, 1985) . Thus, it should
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be seen more as a measure of general psychological

distress than a measure of separate dimensions of

psychopat.hology. This still is quite adequate for t.he

purposes of this study, since separate dimensions of

pathology were not examined. Rather, the high test-

retest relíability, internal consistency, and its

frequent use in cl-inical- research commend it for use as

a paper and pencil measure of psychological distress or

disturbance.

Rosenberq Self-Esteem Scale (RSES)

The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scal-e (Rosenberg, a965;

Appendix E) is a 10 item paper-and-pencil measure of

self -esteem. Subjects respond on a four poJ-nt scal-e

from strongly agiree Lo strongly disagree to items which

indicate evaluation of oneseff (e.g. I feel that I hawe

a number of good qualities). A Guttman scale

reproducibility coefficient of 0.92 has been obtained

(Rosenberg, L965) as wel-l- as a test-retest correlation

of 0.85 over a two-week delay (Sil-ber t Tippett, L965) .

Rosenberg (l-965) util-ized Guttman scaling in the

construction of the scale in order to formul-ate an
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unidimensional scale of global self-esteem, an approach

which ís unique among self-esteem scal-e constructers

(Vüylie, 1-9'74) . Factor analysis supports the

unidimensional ity of the scale (O' Brien, l-9 B5 ) , and

various studies have cross-walidated its construct

validit.y (Wylíe, L974) . Its brewit.y and reliabílity

make it useful as a global measure of self-esteem.

Bal-anced Inwentory of Desirabl-e

Responding (BIDR-3)

The Bal-anced Inventory of Desirable Responding

(Paul-hus, L984; Appendix F) is a modification of the

Self-Deception Questionnaire (Soç1 and Other-Deception

Quest.ionnaire (Ooq¡ deweloped by Sackeim and Gur (1978;

a979) . The SDQ consists of 20 items negatively keyed

and judged universally true but psychologically

t.hreateníng according to psychoanalytic theory. The

ODQ consists of 20 it.ems that are positively keyed and

cul]ed f rom various l-ie scales. The items ask about

the performance of socially desirable, but infrequent

behaviours. On both scafes, subjects respond on a

seven point scale, but only responses to the two more
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extreme points on the scafe (i.e. a 6 or 7) are scored.

Cronbach alpha scores were not reported for the SDQ and

ODQ scales, but a t.esL-retest rel-íability of .81 at 4

to 10 week intervals \Àras reported for the SDQ. High

scorers on the SDQ have been experimentally shown to

engage in self-deception (Gur & Sackeim, L979).

Paulhus (L984) demonstrated by factor analysis

that the SDQ and ODQ were solid markers of the two

major factors in socíal- desirability research, self-

deception and impression management respectively.

OLher social desirability scales such as the Marlo\^/e-

Crowne and MMPI Lie scal-e l-oad on both factors, and are

thus confounded. However, sínce the scal-es are

negatively and positively keyed/ respectively, ilây-

saying and acquíescence biases coul-d have contributed

to their fact.orial- independence (Nederhof , 1985;

Paul-hus , 19 B9 ) . Paulhus (l-9 B4 ) theref ore constructed

the BIDR (Appendix F) by (a) equalizing the number of

denial- and attribution items on each scafe to 10 each,

(b) changing all questions to statements (c) all
sLaLements were worded as t.rait affirmations which

coul-d be desirable or undesírabl-e traits. Thus
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modified, the sel-f-deception and ímpression management

scal-es have Cronbach alpha's of 0.79 and 0.74

respectively (Linden, Paulhus, & Dobson, 1986) .

Recent factor analysis (Paul-hus & Reid, 1991)

indicat.es that though the impression management scal-e

is factorially stable, the self-deception scal-e splits
int.o enhancement and denial- items. The denial items

show a stronger correlation to impression management

than the enhancement items do. There are also

differing correlations from the enhancement and denial-

items to mental- heal-t.h. Bot.h enhancement. and denial

items are positively related to mental health, but the

enhancement. items show a stronger rel-ationship to

mental health than the denial- items.

Procedure

A pretest was conducLed on the entire
quest.ionnaire package, with 10 subjects tested in turn

and interwiewed priwately with a series of questions by

the experimenter regarding their speculations as to the

study's hypotheses (Appendix c) . None of the 10

subjects formul-ated any hypotheses as to the purpose of
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the study that v/ere close to the actual hypotheses or

purposes of the study.

Subsequent.ly, 402 subjects from the Introductory

Psychology subjecL pool participated in the study for

course credit.. The subj ects were tested in groups of

approximately 50, completing a packet of the above

questionnaires. Upon completion of the questionnaires,

subjects had the opportuníty to pick up a written

debriefing statement (Appendix H). The data from 2

subjects was discarded sínce over half of their
questionnaires were incomplete. The resul-tant sample

consisted of 198 males and 202 femal-es. The mean age

of the subjects \¡,ras L9.9 with a standard dewiation of

3.9, and a range of L7 Lo 44. There were 23 subjects

who had resided in Canada for five years or l-ess.
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RESULTS

Indiwidual- Scal-es

Narcj-ssistic Personality Inventory

A principal component factor analysís \^/as carried

out on the NPI in an attempt. t.o replicate either the

four factor structure, or seven factor strucLure found

previously. The use of a Pearson correlation

coefficient for the dichotomous (true/fal-se) data from

the NPI was justified by the finding that of the 40

items on the NPI, only six items had endorsement splits
more exLreme than 80/20 and only three had endorsement

splits more extreme than B5/1-5. Pearson correlations

are very simil-ar to tetrachoric correlation with

endorsement rates less extreme than 85/L5. fnspection

of the resul-ting scree plot from the principal

component analysis showed that there \,'ras a single

general factor, wj-t.h an eigenvalue of 5.25, accounting

for L3Z of the variance. Of t.he 40 items, 35 loaded

significant.ly on the general factor.

Although a single factor is indicated by these

dat.a, âr Ent.itfement and Exploitiweness scal-e was

constructed, since this study had specific hypotheses
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pertaining to the factor's differential correlations to

the rest of the NPI items. However, the 40 item

version of the NPI used in this study was refined

(Raskin & Terry, 19BB) from the 54 items in Raskin and

Hall-'s (1981) origínal scal-e. Sewen of the eight items

in Emmon's (I987 ) Entitl-ement/Exptoitiveness (E/E)

factor of the larger scale were awailable from the

shortened version of the NPI used here. These it.ems

are numbers 34, 35, 45, 46, 48, 59 and 60 in Appendix

A. Anot.her scale for the NPI was constructed by

unweighted addition of all- of the items on the NPI not

used in the E/E factor.

The NPI total score had a Cronbach alpha walue of

.80 in this study when all- iLems rdere included. The

alpha val-ue of the E/E scaf e was .53, and the rest of

the items had an alpha val-ue of .78. A sex difference

was found on the NPI. Men scored significantly higher

on t.he t.otaI scal_e (tit = 15.38, SD = 6.02) than women (M

L2.85, SD : 6.L) , t (3BB) -4.05, p<.0001. In

parallel, males also scored higher on E/E (lt = 2.02)

than women (M = 1-.37), t (399) -4.4, p<.0001, and on
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a summation of all other items, males (M : a3.34) ,

women (it¿: :..1-.44), t (388) -3.46, p<.0006.

Self-Enhancing Bias

If people place themselwes abowe, below, or at the

mean according t.o their actual ability on the SOCI

scal-es, then a mean of 50 is expected if people see

themselves accurately relatiwe to their peers.

Grouping the responses from aII subjecls should resul-t

in an approximately normal- distribution, assuming that

traits and abil-j-ties are normalJ-y distributed in the

population. If people think that traits or abilities
are not normally distributed. in the population, âs in a

highly peaked, skewed distribution, then they should

al-so recognize that. the majority of people have the

trait or ability to approximately the same degree.

Subjects shoul-d still be able to compare themselves to

the average st.udent at the university, who represents

the majority of their peers. Consistent variations
from the mean, represented by the average student,

would st.ill- indicated self -denigration or self -
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enhancement, even if Lhe underlying trait is not

normally distributed in strength.

On socj-aIIy desirable items such as

'rlntellig'encerr, means higher than 50 indicate subjects

see themselwes faworably in comparison to others on

average, whíle means bel-ow 50 indicate that subjects

see themselves relatively unfavorably in comparison to

t.he "averagierr other. Responses to negat.ive items such

as "Heartlessnessrr \,vere refl-ect.ed so that means above

50 al-so reveal self-enhancement, and means below 50

indicate self-denigration. On 36 of the 40

self-enhancement scales the mean was significantly
great.er than 50, with the val-ue of p exceeding .0001 in

all- cases. Two \^rere non-significantly different from

50, l'Consciousness of environment.al- issuesrr (M : 52.3) ,

t (400) = -2.:..6, p..03 (insignificant with

Bonferroni's correction of alpha .00125), and

"Moodiness" (ttt = 48.B), t (399) 1.03, p..30.

"Musical tal-entrr \¡ras signif icantly bel-ow 50 (wl = 3B.B) ,

t (400) 7.89, p<.0001-, and The final- item was

"Pride", which was originally scored as a negatiwe

trait (M : 33.5) , t (396) 17 .09, Þ<.0001. When the
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scores on al-I 40 items \¡/ere summed, only 9 of 399

subjects rated themsel-wes as bel-ow average overalf -

The subject with the most negative self -vj-ew owerall-

rated himself at the 43.5 percentile.

Sex differences emerged on 16 self-enhancement

items using Bonferroni's correction for 40 t tests,

setting alpha to .001-25 . Men saw themsel-wes as having

more "Physical aLtractivenessrr, "Intel-Iigience",

"Physj-cal Health", I'Pride'r, and "Skil-l- as a driwer"

than women did; and they saw themselves as lower than

women in rrNaiveterr, and rrGullíbiIity". lrlomen reported

having more "Generosity", "Musj-caI talent", and "Skil-l
in dealíng with chil-dren'r than men. Conversely, they

saw Lhemsefwes wit.h less rrGreedtr , rrlnsensitirzity" 
,

"Self ishnessrr , "Tendency to l-ie " , "Vindictiveness'r ,

and "Heartl-essness" than men.

The 40 SOCI j-t.ems were subjected to principal

factor analysis with varimax rot.at.ion for atl subjects,

and for males and females separately. Neither

multicol-linearity or singularity was present, âs

indicated by the highest squared multiple correlation
being .100 for "safety as a driver" for females.
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A two factor sofution was chosen because a third

factor showed significant instability between males and

females. A two factor warimax rotation produced

factors in which 88? of t.he items owerlapped on their

respectiwe factors for males and femal-es. Factor 1

incl-uded L6 items loading greater than .30, whil-e

Factor 2 had L4 items loading greater than .30. The

total amounL of the wariance explained by the two

factors on all subjects \¡/as 232 All items exhibited

significant loadings on only one factor. An orthogonal

rotaLion was retaíned when promax rotation result.ed in

a correlat.íon of r:. 03 between the two fact.ors. The

squared multiple correlations of the variables with the

first factor was .90, and .BB for t.he second factor.

Scales for the factors were constructed by adding items

which loaded more than .30 on their factors when afl
subjects were included. This unweighL.ed addition of

items on each of the two scafes yielded a correl-ation

between the scales of r=.07. The first factor or

scale, called "Positiwe Trait Acceptance" (PTA) was an

acceptance of positl-ve traits and attributes. The

second factor, "Negative Trait Denial" (NTD), was a
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consistent denial of negatíwe traits or attributes.
The items on the scales are listed in Appendix I.

Cronbach alpha for mal-e subjects \,vas .86 for
Positiwe Trait Acceptance, and .82 for Negatíwe Trait
Denial. On females, Lhe respective values were -82 and

.78. When mal-es and femal-es were combined, the

Cronbach alpha val-ue was .84 for Positive Trait
Acceptance and .81- for Negative trait Denial.

A sex difference was found between mal-es and

f emales on bot.h factors. For t.he factor Posit.iwe Trait
Acceptance, the mean for males (ii¿ = 68.72) was higher

than that for femal-es (M = 65.52) , t (385) -3.17,

p<.0015. The orthogonal effect occurred with the

factor Negative Trait Denial-, where the mean for
females (lt = 65.52) (reflected scores) was higher than

that f or males (ttl = 59 .92) , t (370) 4.35, p<.0001

by .45 of a standard deviat.ion. These results are

consístent \^iith t.he gender differences on the

individual items constituting the scales. Differences

also occurred between more recent and longer residents

of North America. Individuals who had l-ived in North

America for 5 years or less showed less of a
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self -enhancing bías on Positive Trait Acceptance (iit =

60.0) than those who had lived in North America for a

longer time period (itt = 67 .4) , t (398) -3.47 ,

p<.0006.

Beck Depressíon Inwentory

The Beck Depression Inventory had an alpha val_ue

of .82 which is acceptable reliability for usage.

Since the majority of prewious research on depressiwe

real-ism used the total scale score, the same technique

was fol-l-owed for this study. Sex differences did not

occur on this scal-e.

Symptom Check-List 90 (Rewised)

The SCL-90-R displayed high reliabil_ity with an

alpha value of .91. A single total_ scale score was

used since the SCI-,-9O-R is more of a measure of general

psychological distress than a measure of separate

dimensions of psychopathology (Cyr, McKenna-Foley, c

Peacock, 1985). Also, a general measurement of

psychological dístress such as the General- Sewerity

fndex was adequate for the purposes of t.his study since
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no hypotheses as to the specific nature of

psychological dist.ress were advanced. Sex differences

did not. occur on this scale.

Rosenberq Sel-f -Esteem Scal-e

The use of the Rosenberg sel-f -esteem scal-e was

vitiated by its alpha val-ue of .88, which is impressive

consídering the brevity (10 j-tems) of the scale. The

unídimensíonal-ity of the scale permits the usage of a

single total score for the scale. In a parallel result
to the Positive Trait Acceptance factor, recent

immigrants scored lower (M = 28-3) than long-term

residenLs (l¿: 31.9), t (398) -3.89, p<.0006 on the

Rosenberg sel-f -esLeem scal-e. Sex dif ferences did not

occur on this scal-e -

Bal-anced Inwentory of Desirable Respondinq-3

The BIDR items are rated on seven point scales,

but were scored, âs suggested by Paul-hus (1984; cf .

Sackeim & Gur, L979 ) in a dichotomous fashion with only

extreme responses receiving a point and other responses

receiving no points. Specifically, a response of one
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or two (Not True) to a psychologically threatening i-tem

receiwed a point- Conversely, a score of six or seven

(Very True) to an enhancing item receiwed a point. The

BIDR-3 was subjected to principal components factor
analysis usíng Pearson correfatíon coefficients. These

coefficients are usable since six of the 40 items had

endorsement splits more extreme than 85/a5. Pearson

correlaLions are very similar to tetrachoric
correl-ation with endorsement rates less extreme than

85/1-5. An inspectíon of t.he scree plot reveal-ed 3

components, accounting for 1A.62, 5. eo, and 5.LZ of the

variance, respectively. The components were rotated

with a promax soluLíon, and items which l-oaded more

than .30 on a factor were examined. The first. factor
of L4 items consisted of 13 items from Paulhus ç Reid,s

(1991-) fmpression Management (fiU¡ scale of the BfDR-3.

The second factor of 11 ítems consisted of B it.ems from

the Self-Deception Denial (SDD) scale, and the third
factor of eight items consisted of seven items from the

Sel-f -Deception Enhancement (SDE) scale (Pauthus & Reid,

1-99r-) .
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Items on the factors uiere added j_n unweighted

fashion to derive a scale score for each factor. The

f i-rst factor score correl-ated .93 with the 20 item IM

scale. The second factor score correl-ated .BB with the

SDD scale, and the third facLor score correl-ated . 85

with the SDE scale. Since the factorial structure

closely replicates the sLructure found by paulhus and

Reid (l-991) , their scale scoring was adopted for

simplicity and comparabilit.y of results and is giwen in

Appendix F. Reliabil-íty analysis rewealed the IM scale

had a Cronbach alpha val-ue of .80, the SDD scale had an

alpha val-ue of .63, and the SDE scal_e had an alpha

val-ue of .54.

A difference was found between males and females

on the IM and SDD scales. Women scored significantly
higher on the IM scal-e (M : 7.86) than men (M = 6.00),

t (400) 5.54, p<.0001 by .56 of a standard dewíation.

This was repeated on the SDD scale, where v/omen again

scored significantly higher (M = 5.05) than men (tt =

3.91) , t (400) 6.13, p<.000i-, by .62 of a standard

deviation.
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Scal-e Correl-ations

Correlations of Al-I Scales

intercorrelations of all- scafes are displayed
1-. The correlations between Positive Trait

TABLE 1

Means, Standard Dewiations, and fnter-

Corref ations of All Scal-es.

PTA 66.9 9.9

NTD 63.0 11.5

RSE 31.5 5.t2

BDI 10.2 6.40

scl- 62.4 45.6

IM 7.0 3.44

sDD 4.5 1.95

sDE 4.5 1.82

EIE 1.6 1.48

NPO 12.2 5.25

3456

.51* _.38*, _.33* .09

.12 _.11-" _.18* .45*

-.59* -.56*. .09

.13* -.20"

-.18*

2

.o'7

SDM 78

.09 .32*

.35* .25+

. ¿5+ .3 3'.

-.27* -.26*

-.28* -.26*

.46* .37*

.¿+.'

910

.02 .42x

-.29* -.08

.00 .43'r

.16 -. 13

.r4 -.r2

-.26* -.11

-.26* -.12

-.08 . 13

.40*

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*Correlations greater than .16 are significant at .05 by Bonferroni's correction.
Scale abbreviations are PTA (Positive Trait Acceptance), NTD (Negative Trait Denial), RSE (Rosenberg Self-
Esteem), BDI (Beck Depression Inventory), SCL (Syrnptorn Check-List), IM (Lnpression Managernent), SDD
(Self-Deception Denial), SDE (Self-Deception Enhancement), E/E (Entitlernent/Exploitiveness), NPO
(Other NPI items).
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Acceptance and the pathology scales r¡¡as tested to see

whether they were significantly different from t.he

correl-ation of Negatiwe Trait Denial to the pathology

scal-es by using the r to z test (McNemar, 1-962) . The

correl-ations were signif icantly dif ferent (p.-0t) , with

al-l- z's > 2.83.

Reqression onto Depression

As hypothesized, impression management and sel_f-

deception had negatJ-ve corre1ations to both measures of
psychological- distress. The correlations of impression

management to psychological distress may have been a

resul-t of Íts positive correl-ation to setf -deception,
.-which al-so showed negative correl-at.ions to

psychological dist.ress measures. The correlation of

impressj-on management to psychological distress as

measured by the BDI was examined by partialling out Lhe

wariance shared from the sel-f-deception scales. This

r,lias accomplished by regressing the three scal-es onto

depression. Negatiwe Trait Denial was al_so ad.d.ed as a
predictor due to its similarity to Impression
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Management. The results of this regression are

reported in Table 2.

Table 2

Regression of Social Desírability and Negative

Trait. Denial- onLo Depression

Unstandardized Standard Standardized
Variable Coefficient Error Coefficient probability

sDE -0.651 0.1_74 -0.188 0.0002

sDD -0.589 0.178 -0.L79 0.001

lM -0.051 0.106 -0.028 0-6

-0.003 0.002 -0-076 0.15

Adjusted R-squared = 0.11 F value = L2-82 ProbabiliLy 0.001

Factor Anal-ysis of Scal-es

The correl-ations \,ùere further cfarified by

apptying a principal component analysis to the scal_e

scores, since inspection of the correl-ation mat.ríx

reweal-s pairs of scal-es with highly simil_ar correlation
patterns. The scree plot of ei-genvalues reweal_ed that
there \¡/ere three f actors ¡ accounting f or 642 of the

total- wariance. The three factors were rotated by a

promax procedure, since the first and second factors

correlated at -.37. The first and third factors

r05
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correlated at. -.1-7, and the second and third factors
correl-ated at -.07. The loadings of the items on a

factor structure deriwed by correlations is reported in
Table 3.

Tabl-e 3

Loadings of all- Scales on an Oblique

Three Factor Structure

Posit.iwe Trait. Acceptance - -55*

Negative Trait Denial -.20

Self -Esteem -.79*

Impression Manag'ement -.i-B

Self-Deception Denial -.34

Self-Deception Enhancement - .33

Beck Depression Inventory .89*

Syinptom Check List . BB*

NPf other items -.22

Entitl-ement/Exploítiveness .24

*Loadings above 35 are marked with an

)A

.7 L*

.28

. B2*

.68*

.60*

-.30
_)o

_ 
^'7-v I

-.39*

asterisk.

.58*

.!7

.47*

.11

.18

.31

-u /

.06

. B6*

.63*

ft is cl-ear that. the first factor represents

reports of psychological dj_stress and l_ow self -esteem

with only depression and psychological d.istress showing
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positiwe loadíngs. Positiwe Trait Acceptance and

self-esteem also function in quite a similar fashíon,

loading negatively on the first factor, wíth very close

weights on the second, and positiwely on the third.
The second factor represents a denial of negatj-ve

traits, impression management, and both sel-f-deceptive

enhancement and denial, and is negatively correlated to
the first factor by the sel-f -deception scal-es.

fnLerestingly, Ent.itl-ement/Exploit.iveness shows a

negative correlation with denial_ of negative traits,
self-esteem, and social desirability. The Lhird factor
is slightly more complex. Positive Trait Acceptance,

and the NPI componenLs al_1 l_oad posit.iwely, indicating
an acceptance of a positíwe view of t.he sel_f . Howewer,

Entítl-ement/Exploítiveness ind.ividually has zero

correlaLions to self-esteem or Positive Trait
Acceptance. The Ìoading of E/E on this factor is a

resul-t of its correl-ation wj-th the other NpI items,

which do correl-ate with PTA and self -esteem.
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Canonical- Correlation of Narcissism Scal_es

to other Scales

Since it was hypotheslzed that E/E in comparison

to other NPf factors had different. rel_ationships t.o the

remaining scales, a least squares canonical correlation
with redundancy analysis r,\ras run to ascertain the

extent and nature of t.hese differences. The first set

of wariabl-es in t.he canonical correlation was the E/E

factor, and the remaining NPI items. The second set of

variables was the remaining scafes of social_

desirability, self-enhancement, sel-f-esteem, and

pathology.

Each scale was missing less than 9? of its data

and del-etion of these cases by the statistical_ package

were not problemat.ic when correlations between two

variables were cal-culated. However, detetion of

subj ects with any missing data resulted in the loss of

LLg of t.he 400 subjects in t.he canonical_ correlat.íon.

Missing data for t.he Sel-f -Esteem scal_e, the Impression

Management scal-e, and the Self-Deception Enhancement

and Self-Deception Denial scales, had the mean of the

scale substituted. On t.he 1-4 items from the SOCI
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scal-es which had data missing from more than two

subjects the mean of the particul-ar scale was

substituted. The 14 items with two or less missing

walues had the mean of these scales substituted for the

missing walues. Missing values on the

Entitlement/Exploitiveness factor, and the remaining

items on the NPI, \^/ere replaced by the mean of that
factor. The SCL-90 \¡/as partitioned into B secti_ons, of

approximately equal size, of consecutive items and

missíng data was replaced with the mean of the

subsection. The resul-ts of t.he canonical correl_ation

are presented in Table 4.

The first canonical- correl_ation was .54 (292 of

the wariance); the second was .36 (13? of the

variance) . The first canonical_ varj_ate is defined

st.rongly by t.he other items on the Npf , since they

correl-ated. .gg with the canonical wariat.e, whil-e E/E

items correlated .28. The other scal-es that correfate
st.rongest wit.h the first. root are PTA and self -est.eem.

The reverse pattern \n/as obtained for the second

canonical variate, which is defíned by E/E since it
correl-ates -.96 and the other NPf items correlate only
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Structure and Standardized
Bet.ween Narcissism Scal-es

Narcíssism

4

Canonical Coef f icients
and Af I Other Scal_es.

.78*

. B0*

.08

. 1_5

.a6

-26

.29

54*

- 1. 0B

52.r2
5.92

.06
AA

.53

- .03

.zo

- .06

-.35

r10

3Z

3Z

Narcissism set
NPf other items
Ent i tI ement /Exp1 oi t ivenes s

? Variance
Redundancy

Other scales
Positive Trait. Acceptance
Sel- f - Esteem

Negat.iwe Traít Denial
Impress ion Manag,ement.

Sel f - Deception Enhancement

Self-Deception Denial
Symptom Check List.
Beck Depression fnventory

? Variance
Redundancy

Canonical- Correl-ation

First wari-at.e

Structure Standardized

99* 1, .04

zó - .l_3

Second

Structure

.12

.9 6*

.27

.37 *

. B0*

.68*

- 34*

.65*
tr,) *

- 60*

2. 
^*

Fidel1, 1989)

variat.e
Standardized

47.92

1,4 .62

.52

.76

- -04

- 1)

.03

- .24

.L4

.a6

20 .62

6.32
6

3

*Loadings above 30 are significant (Tabachnik &
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-.1-2. The remaining scal_es with notable correlations
are NTD, IM, and SDD all which indicate that a lack of

denial of negatiwe traits is characteristic of high

scorers on E/8. Significant correlations were al_so

observed to depression and psychological_ distress
indicating a positiwe relationship of the two Lo E/E.
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DISCUSSTON

Narcissism

Entitlement and Expl_oitiveness

The link to pathology in narcíssism emerges most

clearly J-n previous research from the items comprising

the Entitl-ement/Exploitiveness factor of the NpI. As

hypothesízed, the positive rel_ationshíp between

psychological dist.ress and Entitlement/Exploitiveness

was replicated. This is illustrat.ed by t.he second

canonical variat.e, which was defined al_most exclusiwely

by E/E on the criterion sid.e. Depression and

symptomatology had signif icant correl_at.ions ( . AO and

.52 respectively) to t.he second variate only. These

resul-ts should be interpreted Ì,rith some qualification.
The first. order correlations from E/E to BDI and SCl,

were .L6 and .1-4 respect.ively, which is quit.e a modest

effect. síze. However, E/E had the only positive
correl-ations among all t.he variables t.o the pathology

scal-es. AII ot.her variabl-es had negative correl_ations

to pathology. E/E thus was contrasted in the canonical_

correlation to variabl-es which had the opposite sign of

correl-ation to pathology. If some variables had
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positive rel-ationships to pathofogy, âs E/E did, then

the rel-ationship between n/E and pathology may have

been l-ess in the canonical correl-at.ion. The

relationship of E/E t.o pat.hology no longer woul_d be

disLinctive on t.he basis of its sign, sínce ot.her

variabl-es would have the same sign of correlat.ion to
pathology.

An int.eresting aspect of E/E is its negative

correl-ations t.o denial and impression manag.ement.

Denial- and impression manag'ement are measured here by

the scales Negative Trait Denial, self-Decept.ive Deniat

and fmpressíon Management (simple correlations of -.29,
- .26 and - .26 respect.ively) . Several hypotheses can be

advanced t.o explain t.his finding, underlining that
further research wil_l be needed to clarify it. One

possibility is t.hat individuals who deny negative

t.raits and/or are concerned with making a good

impression will also deny the slightly dist.asteful
sentiments characteristic of it.ems in the E/E factor,
such as "I will never be sat.ísfied unt.il I get all t.hat

I deserve. It This explanation is simil_ar to that of
Itlatson and Morris's (1991) observatj_on that. E/E may
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have an slightly antisocial_ naLure, âs suggested here,

and that. social desirability scales may ín part. measure

desirabl-e sociality.
This raises the issue of what n/n actually

measures. If E/E has a slightly antisocial nature, it
is an important quest.ion whether n/E measures

antisocial- personality disorder. However, some of the

items on the NPI which appear to measure

characteristics of sociopathy such as impulsivity (ftem

24 in Appendix A) and persuasiveness or charm (ftems 27

and 56) are not part of the E/E factor. Only one item,

"I fínd it easy to manipul-ate people" (ftem 34)

ref l-ect.s the sociopat.h's manipulation and

persuasiveness. This it.em can also be interpreted as

reflecting exploitiveness or an orient.ation t.o power,

as It.em 48 does. Other items on E/E show a cl_ear sense

of entítl-ement. to respect (It.em 35), reward (Item 46) ,

special treatment (Item 45) , and attent.ion (Item 59)

from others.

A second explanat.ion for t.he negat.ive

relat.ionship of E/E to the social desirabiliLy scales

is that individual-s high in n/n tend to expIoit., and
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presume special treatment from others, sugg'esting that
they care l-ittle about. them. Since relationships mean

l-ittle to narcissists strong in E/8, they wil_l_ not be

concerned about managing a good ímpression, or denying

negative qualit.ies in f ront of others. On a concept.ual

level-, Índividuals characLerized, more by ot.her facets

of narcissism, such as Leadership or Authority (NpI

factors) may be more concerned about having a
favourable appearance to others, since they wísh to
l-ead them. Self -admiration, superiority and ot.her

components of narcissj-sm wil-l- conceptually have no

clear relationship to impression manag'ement , or d.enial

of negative aspect.s, since these component.s do noL have

a clear bearing on int.erpersonal rel_ationships. Sel_f -

admiration and superiority may not be verbalized, and

t.hus have litt.l-e impact. on others. If t.hey are

verbal-ized they may be construed as strong self-
confidence and the narcissist may possibly be respected

f or those traits. Alternatívely, L.hese qualities may

be distasteful- t.o others if verbal-ized. which may damage

relationships.
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These varied explanations for the negative

correlation of E/E to Negative Traít Denial and the

social desirabilit.y scal-es need further explorat.ion.

It is interesting that. only E/E displays t.he negative

correl-ations to Negative Trait Denial and the social_

desirability scal-es, and that the items on the NpI

other than n/e have null correl_ations to these scal_es.

Other Dimensions of Narcissism

The items on the NPI other than the n/e factor
had distinctly different pat.t.erns of correlations t.o

the scales in thís st.udy compared to the E/E items.

This is most clearly illustrated. by the canonícal_

correlation, where the non E/E items were correl_ated

only t.o sel-f -esteem and Positive Trait. Acceptance.

These connections il-Iustrate the positive view of the

self that is inherent in all three variabl_es. The E/E

items correl-ated to pathology and socíal d.esirability
al-one. The distinctness in the correl-at.ion pat.t.ern of

E/E to al-t scales j-n comparison t.o the non E/E items

correlat.ions to all scales is quit.e difficult. to

accounL for in view of the t.he factor analysis of the
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NPf. The scree plot of factors suggested only one

factor was present in t.he NPf. A further complication

is that correcting for the attenuation in the

correlation between the two NPI scales by the

reriabirity of the scal-es being less than uníty result.s

in an estimated correlaLion of .90 bet.ween t.he two NpI

scales. Two considerat.ions may account. f or t.he puzzle

of distinct correlation patterns from E/E to other

scales and non-E/E it.ems to other scal_es, even t.hough

the E/E and non E/E scafes are correlated to each

other. The first consideration is t.hat. canonical

correlation extracts ort.hogonal variates. Second, L.he

low internal- consist.ency of E/E may not have permitted.

it to emerge as a distinct fact.or in this fact.or

analysis from the remaining NpI it.ems, especially since

the factors in Emmons (1987) solution int.ercorrel_ate at
approximately . 4 0 .

The dissimilarit.y of t.he scal_e correl-at.ions of
the non E/E items on the NpI t.o the E/E items is at
least consist.ent with previous research (Wat.son et. â1. ,

L9Bi). Thís distinction suggest.s that there are t.wo
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dist.inguishable el-ements or aspects of narcíssism,

which will be explored below.

Two Aspects of Narcissism

The characteristics of coverL and overt
narcissism described previously have parallels to the

dimensions of narcissism in this study. Owert

narcissism shows an interesting match to most items on

the NPI except for the Entit.Iement. and Exploitiveness
items. Owert narcissism has the sel_f-aggrandizing,

self -dramatizing trait.s necessary to obt.ain high scores

on Positive Trait Accept.ance and setf -esLeem. The nul_l

correlations of overt. narcissism with psychological

health and adjustment (I¡Iink, L99t) is the same pattern
found in this study between the non E/E items on t.he

NPI and adjustment.

Covert narcissism al_so shows a parallel to
narcj-ssistic traits defined by the E/E scale in this
study. Positive rel-ationships to pessimism and

psychological distress are observed in bot.h covert

narcissism (Wink, L991-) and E/8, in this study and

other studies (Emmons , L984; Wat.son et. â1., j_9BB;
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Watson et. âl ., L987) . A difficult.y in matching n/V,

narcissism to covert narci_ssism is the trait of

defensiveness not.ed in the l_atter. This trait woul_d

seem to produce a deniaf of negative traits and

impressíon management. The signifícant lack of these

in E/E narcissism is problematic in equating it to
covert narcíssism. A possible explanat.ion is that
interpersonal- defensiveness is a separate process from

impression management and. d.enial_ of negatiwe aspects.

A second possibility is t.hat the negative associat.ion

of Negative Trait Denial_ to pat.hofogy and the rel_ated

E/E factor is stronger t.han the tendency of defensive

covert. narcissists t.o deny negative aspects about.

themsel-ves. Obviously, furt.her research will_ be need.ed

on this specific issue, âs wel_l_ as to validat.e the

larger general hypothesis of t.he mat.ching of overt
narcissism t.o exl.reme sel_f -enhancement, and covert

narcissism Lo E/E narcissístic traits.
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Sel-f-Enhancing Bias

Differences in Sel-f-Other Comparison

Subjects' reports that. they possessed more of
positive traits or abil_íties and. l_ess of negative

t.raits or abilities than the average person in t.heír
peer group emerged clearly for nearly al1 scal-es and

nearly all subjects. These dual_ t.endencies were

defined prevíously as t.he self -enhancing bias and. were

measured in this study by self-other comparisons. It
is remarkabl-e that only 9 of 400 subjects had. generally

negat.iwe víews of t.hemselves, and that these nine

subjects placed themsel-ves above the 40th percentiJ_e.

This finding corroborates previous research on the

pervasiveness and strength of the self-enhancing bias

in attríbutions (Sweeney et â1., 1996).

Social psychology has not investigat.ed the

dif ferent.iation between sel-f -enhancement. from an

accept.ance of posit.ive traits, abilities, and outcomes

and a denial- of negative t.rait.s, abil_ities, or

ouLcomes. Inst.ead, it has ref erred to bot.h aspects of

self-enhancement as positive illusion (Taylor & Brown,

l-9BB) without drawing distinct.ions between the two.
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Research on the enhancement and denial_ components

of social desirabílity scales (paulhus and Reid, 1_991_)

found that the two components correlated, and had

posítive correl-ations to mental heal_th, alt.hough of
different. strength. One difficulty with this finding
is that t.he self -deception scales contain

psychologícalIy threatening items, which coul_d act as a
confound in measuring enhancement and denial.

The resul-ts from the present study are different
in índicating that there is a sharp d.ist.inction between

enhancement and denial. Furthermore, both components

exhibit quite distinct.ive correlations t.o other

dimensions of personality. Tn this study positive

Trait Acceptance correl-ated only .07 r^/ith Negative

Trait Denial, âfl dissÍmíl-arity that was observed in the

correlations of t.he two scal-es to the other scales in
the st.udy. fn fact, the only scale that the two

aspect.s of sel-f -enhancement show a simil_ar correlat.ion

to is Self-Decept.ive Enhancement, which correlates with
an absol-uLe value of approximat.ely .30 to every scale,

excepting the narcissism scales, in the study.
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The separateness of the types of self-enhancement

is relevant to the mental hea1th promoting aspects of

positive illusion proposed previously (Taylor & Brown,

19BB). It appears that. the forms of positiwe illusion
are different.ly relat.ed to mental_ health, a distínct.ion
which will naturally need to be investigated further.
This dist.ínction has emerged from recent work on social_

deSirabitity scales (paulhus & Reid , rg91_) , which al-so

indicates that the components of enhancement and. denial

in self -decept.ion scales exhibit correlat.ions of
significantly different strength, though of the same

sígn, t.o mental heal-th.

Alt.hough self -enhancement had been defined in
this study as both accept.ing positive traits, and.

denying negative ones, the separateness of the

component.s in fact.or analysis and' correl-ation patterns

raises t.he issue of whet.her both actually measure sel-f -

enhancement.. There are three considerations for
retaining them as valid. measures of self-enhancement.

The f irst consideration i_s f rom 1ogic. fn f ormal_

logic, denying a negatíve stat.ement is equal to
accepting a positive statement. The anafogy here is
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that denying negative traits is equivalent to accepting

positive ones.

The second consideration arises from the concept

of the semantic differential (Osgood, Suci, &

Tannenbaum, L957). The semantic scafe for the semantic

differential- consists of a paír of adjectíves which are

opposite in meaning. As one moves away from one

adject.íve in the pair, one enters the semantic space

occupied by its opposite adjective. The application of
this concept to the dimensions of self-enhancement is
straightforward. As one moves a\^ray from a negative

adj ect.iwe by denyj-ng it, then one is presumably moving

into t.he space occupied by t.he posítive adjective(s)
which is opposite in meaning to t.he negative adjective.
Therefore, t.he farther one rat.es oneself from a

negat.ive traj-t, the closer one is rating onesel_f t.o a
positive trait, and self -enhancing in t.hat fashion.

The final- considerat.ion comes from t.he rel_at.ion

of enhancement and denial it.ems in ot.her scales. The

enhancement and denial items on the Rosenberg Self-
Esteem scale correlat.e quite highty, and have nearly

identical loadings on t.he same factor (paulhus & Reid,
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1991). This indicates that enhancement and d.enial_ are

very simílar in how one evaluates oneself.

Given t.hese t.heoretical- and empirical_ reasons for
considering both Positive Trait. Acceptance and Negative

Traít Denial as measures of self -enhancement, t.heir

separateness defies easy explanation. One explanat.ion

that initially appears plausible is the phenomenon of
defensiveness, def ined by Crowne and Marl_owe (l_960) as

high scores on t.heir social- desirabilit.y scale. High

scores on this scale that co-occur with low scores on

an anxiety scale are defj-ned as the repressive coping

style (Weinberger, 1-990) . Bot.h defensiveness and

repression are associat.ed with a denial- of negatíve

aspects about. t.he sel_f , such as psychological dj_stress

or negative trait.s. This suggests the possibility that
defensiveness, repression, or denial may operat.e

j-ndependent.ly of enhancemenL, accounting for the nul1

correl-ation. Unfortunately for this hypotheses,

defensive subjects recalI more posit.ive than negat.ive

sel-f -descriptors (Mil-lham & Kellogg, 19BO), and always

focus on t.heir positive personality trait.s, regardl_ess

of whet.her they had experienced success or fail_ure
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(Mischel, Ebbesen, ç Zeiss, L973). This focus on

positíve personality traits by subjects who demonstrat.e

a st.rong deníal of negati-we traits about. themsel-ves

predict.s that Posit.ive Trait Acceptance and Negative

Trait Denial shourd be postívery correlated, instead of
exhibiting the null- correl_aLion that t.hey actually do

have.

A second possibility suggested earl_j-er (paul_hus &

Reid, 1,99a) Lo account for the distinction ís that
self -bel-iefs are clearly compartmental_ized. along a

positive-negat.ive division (Showers, 1-992) . The

ut.ility of this division is that when under threat, one

can turn to and emphasize posit.ive sel_f -beliefs
(Baumeist.er & Tice, t_985; paul_hus & Reid, LggL) , which

woul-d explain the correlation of enhancement to mental

health. since sel-f -beriefs are compartment.arized arong

a primary positive/negat.ive division, iL cou1d be

argued that accessing a posit.ive compartment. is
unrelated to accessing a negat.ive compartment.. The

considerations of logic and semantic space discussed

prevj-ously have a bearing here. Vüít.hin the f ramework

of those considerat.ions, a sel_f -belief t.hat. one is less
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heartl-ess and greedy than average would. presumably be a
positiwe self-belief, not a negative one. Therefore, a

denial- of negative traits is in the same compartment as

accepting positive ones, and a cl_ear division between

the two ís not. expected.

The methodology of grouping self-beliefs and

evaluat.ions of one's roles may provide a reso1ution to
the Íssue of accepting positive t.raits and denying

negative ones. The research to date (Showers , 1"992)

has used only positive or negative adjectives as self-
descript.ors, with the implication that one is accepting

those as descriptive of the sel_f ín various ro1es.

However, using denial-s of positive and negat.ive

adjectives in addition to the original group of

adjectives may indicat.e whether denying an adjective as

self -descriptíve (whatever its desirabilít.y) operates

differently from accepting an adjective as self-
descriptive.

What.ever the reason for t.heir independence, Lhe

two factors of self-other comparison, positive TraiL

Acceptance and Negat.ive trait. Denial, and t.heir

correlat.es will be examj-ned more closely in turn.
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Positive Views of t.he Self
The Positive Trait Accept.ance factor and self -

esteem function in a similar fashion. The scafes

exhibit a posítive correl_ation to each other, ãfr

estimaLed correlation of .59 between the latent
constructs unattenuated by the unrel_iability of the

measures. Positive Trait Accept.ance and sel-f -esteem

have very simil-ar correl-ations with narcissism, on both

Entitlement/Exploitiveness and items other than E/E

(approximately .01- and .42 respectÍvely) , âs well as

being t.he two best predictors of non- E/E narcissism in
canonical correlat.ion. Bot.h scales have fairly equal

correl-at.j-ons t.o NTD, IM, and SDE (approximately .10,

.11, .33 respectively, deviating .03 or l_ess from these

values). Fina1ly, Positive Trait Acceptance and sel_f-

esteem have the st.rongest solid negative correlations
to depression (-.21, -.59) , and psychological distress
(-.33 , -.56, respectively ) . Although a t.hird of the

variance is shared between the t$ro, they still are

separat.e constructs, since t.\n¡o-thirds of the variance

is not explained by t.he ot.her construcL.
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Two separate implications from t.hese find.ings to
the current literature emerge. The correlation of
self-other comparison on positive traits and sel_f-

esteem is consistent. wit.h the thesis of Baumeister,

Tice and Hutt.on (1989) tLrat high sel_f -esteem is
associated with a self-enhancing, setf -aggrandizíng

bias on seff-esteem scales. rndividuar-s who score high
on self -esL.eem claim desirabl-e traits for themselves,

enhance their reputat.ions, and draw at.tent.ion Lo

themselves, a high-payoff strat.egy socially, despite

the risk of failure and disconfirmation of a positive
sel-f-presentat.ion. High self-esteem, wit.h íts
self-enhancing aspect. and positive correlation t.o non-

E/E narcissism, may be summarized as a sense t.hat "I am

a person of worth, on a superior basis t.o ot.hers.'r The

connection bet.ween sel-f -enhancement and sel-f -esteem has

also been confirmed by pel_ham and Swann (l_989) .

The correl_ation between self-esteem and positive

Trait Acceptance is consistent with the tink t.hat has

been made between positive illusions and mental healt.h

(Taylor & Brown, 19BB). The implication for theorizing
ís that. the posit.ive iltusion-mental health link may be
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a reprise of the establ_ished connectíon bet.ween high

sel-f - esteem and psychological- health (e. g. pearlin &

Schooler, L97B; Shamir, L986; hlinefiel-d & Tiggemann,

1-990) . fn fact, it seems the same process of self -

enhancement. and sel-f -aggrandizatÍon und.erries both high

sel-f -esteem (Baumeist.er, Tice, & Hutton, 1989) and

Posítive Trait AccepLance, with consideríng oneself
positively compared to others cited as an example of a

positive ill-usion (Taylor & Brown, 19BB) . Since

Positive Trait Acceptance and sel-f -esteem al-so share a

third of t.heir variance, it is not surprising that.

positive illusions, measured here by positive Trait
Acceptance, are correlated with mental heal_th.

Neqatíve Trail- Den i a'l

An interest.ing result ís that. a denial- of
negative traits, at.tribut.es, and behaviours in both t.he

Negat.ive Trait Denial- factor and the SeIf -Deception

Denia1 scale is l-inked closely t.o Impression

Management.. This is illustrated most. clearly in a1l

three measures having st.rong loadings on t.he second.

component. in the principal component analysis, (.7L,
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.68, .82 respectively) but al_so in their simíl_ar

correÌations in the canonical correl_ation ( . B O , .65 ,

.68) . Anot.her similarity is that women scored higher

than men on all three scales. A final parallel is that
Negative frait Denial and Impression Management

t.ogether demonst.rate a very similar correl-ation pat.tern

t.o other scal-es. The two scales exhibit.ed no

correl-ation to self -esteem or the posit.iwe Trait
Acceptance factor. Bot.h scal_es were uncorrel_ated wit.h

depression and psychological distress after the

infl-uence of the sel-f -deception scales had been

cont.rol-led for. This suggests an extension of recent

findings that the link with ad.just.ment is strong,er for
enhancement t.han denial- (Paulhus 6. Reid, L9gL) . The

present study shows t.hat only enhancement, not. denial,
is correlated with adjust.ment. Taken in conjunction,
the correl-at.ion between Negat.ive Trait Denj_al and

fmpression Management indicates a denial of negat.íve

traits and at.tributes is associated with conscious

attempts t.o manage Lhe impression one makes upon others
(Pau]hus, t984) .
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Narcissism and Sel-f -Enhancing Bias

The positive correlation between the posi-tive

Trait Acceptance fact.or of self-enhancement and the

non-E/E items on t.he NPI supports the hypothesized

associat.ion between narcissism and self-other
comparison. The association is not complete, since

there is only 20? overlap ín wariance between the t.wo

scales. The non-E/U items correl_ate weakly and

negatively, however, with the Negative Trait Denial

factor. This indicates that some aspects of narcissism

in a non-cl-inical population may be understood as an

enhancement of positive aspect.s of t.he self . This

finding illust.rates that. superiority, or seeing oneself

as better than others, is a common el_ement between

narcissism and sel-f - enhancemenL, âs hypot.hesized. When

superiority becomes more ext.reme it develops into
grandiosíty, a charact.erist.ic of NpD.

Seeing narcissism, as measured by the non-E/E

items on the NPI, as connected to enhancement. of
positive aspects of t.he self by superiority can al_so

explain the high scores on self-esLeem observed with
high scores on the non n/U met iLems. A recent review
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(Baumeíster, Tice, & Hutton, 1989) proposes high scores

on self-esteem scales are from a self-enhancing and

sel-f -aggrandizing bias. I_.,ow Scorers on sel-f -esteem

scales are unwilling to describe themsel_ves in the

highly favourabl-e t.erms of high scorers, and ínstead

adopt a minimal- sel-f-discl-osure, self-protective self-
present.atíonal- st.yle. Both conceptually and

empirically, high scorers on t.he NpI are boastful,
dominant., exLroverted, and exhibit.ionístic (Emmons,

L9B4), which is congruent. with the setf-enhancing,

self -aggrandízing bias of high self -esLeem individual-s.
The fact that. narcissism is a personality

disorder might. explain the rat.her puzzling null
relationship of narcissism to psychological d.ist.ress.

A simple, but int.uitive, model_ of correlations begins

with two sets of inter-correlatíons observed in t.his

study. The first. set of int.ercorrel_ations is t.he

positive correlations bet.ween narcissism,

sel-f -enhancement. on positive dímensions, and sel_f -

esteem. The second set is thaL both positive Trait.

Acceptance and sel-f-esteem have negative correrations
to measures of psychological dist.ress. This is not
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unexpected, because both positive Traít Acceptance and

self-est.eem have self-enhancing aspects (pelham c

Swann, L9B9 ) and are negiatively rel_ated t.o pathof ogy

(Pearlin & Schooler, L97B; Taylor & Bro$/n, 19BB) .

Therefore, it is logical for this one model of inter-
correlations to conc]ude that a negat.ive correrati-on

between narcissism and psychological dístress woul_d

al-so exist.. The negative correration of narcissism t.o

pathology is expected because of the positive
correl-ation of those items to positive Trait Acceptance

and sel-f -esteem. However, the negative correl_ation to
pathology would only be found for items on the NpI

other than the fact.or Entitlement/Exploit.J-veness, sínce

posit.iwe correl-at.ions beLween E/E and various aspecLs

of psychological disLress have been previously observed

(Emmons, 1,984) . The non-significant correl_at.ions that
\^¡ere obtained instead for t.he non-E/E items to
psychological distress may occur because these items

are derived from characterist.ics of a personality
disorder. Since the items measure an element of
pathology, they woul-d not. be expected t.o have negative

correlations to psychological dist.ress. Inst.ead., they
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would be simulLaneously linked to pathology, and Lo the

l-ack of psychological distress concurrent \,/ith self -

enhancement on positive aspects, and thus show a nulf
or weak relationship to psychological d.ist.ress.

Depressive Real-ism

The correl-at.ion between posit.iwe illusions and

mental- heal-th is illustrated by posítive Trait
Acceptance showing a negative correl_ation to level of
depression. The negative correlation of depression and

self-other comparison is simil_ar to previous research

on depressive real-ism in attributions (Sweeney et aI. ,

1986) . The Sel-f -Deceptive Enhancement scal_e was

negat.ively relat.ed to depression as wel_I. This f inding
can also be explained as depressive realism, since

being self -enhancing is negatively correl_at.ed t.o being

depressed.

Group Differences

Gender Differences on SEB

An intriguing aspect of self-enhancement that had.

not emerged in previous research is the differential
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response of males and f emales. Females t.ended

a great.er denial- of negative traits than mal_es

individual items of t.he self -enhancement scal-es. This

is demonstrated not only by females having higher NTD

scores than mal_es, but al_so by the hígher scores of
fema]es relative to mal_es on the IM and SDD scales,
which are interpret.ed as measuring deliberate
impression management and self-deception by denial
respectively.

Conversely, mal-es tended to dísplay a greater

acceptance of positive t.raits than females, with their
mean being .35 of a standard deviation higher than the

mean f or f emal_es. It. is al_so ref lected in the higher

mean score of mal_es on the NpI (.+t of a st.andard

deviation higher t.han t.he mean of femal_es) , which has

been observed in previous research (WaLson, êt â1. ,

L9B4). The anal-ysis of t.his phenomenon is complex.

One possibility is that t.here is a sex bias in the

items comprising the scal-es, Lhat certain traits and

abilities are stereotypicalty masculine or feminine.

St.ereotypes about. driving skill and safety may have

influenced t.he higher scores found for men t.han women.
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The operat.ion of stereotypes and sarience ís not cl-ear

in all cases though. Physical attractiveness is not a

stereotypically mascul_j-ne concern, but mal-es scored

higher than females on t.hat item. Eval_uation of the

SOCI items is necessary to examine the exist.ence and

extent of sex bias in t.he it.ems.

The l-esser endorsement of positive traits and

l-esser narcissism by femal_es is not due to 1ow self -

esteem, since t.here was not a significant d.ifference

bet.ween the sexes on self -est.eem. The possÍbilit.y
exists that. females may have as positive a view of
themsel-ves as males do, but. express it. more by d.enying

the presence of negative trait.s in themsel_ves than

accepting positive trait.s. Specifically, the tendency

may be to appear more virtuous than talented, in t.he

sense of presenting as havÍng fewer negative traits
than mal-es but not as many positive trait.s and

abilit.ies. Males are more willing to admit. to negative

traits, and l-ess inclined, to manage their impressions

t.han f emal-es, âs indicated by their lower score than

femal-es on Negative Trait. Denial and Impression

Management. This tendency coul-d be described as being
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more t.alent.ed than virtuous , àt least. in comparison t.o

females. It may be t.hat self -enhancement and pride
exist equaÌly in both sexes, but is expressed

differently in each.

A second explanation for the differences between

mal-es and females is that mal_es tend to endorse more

extreme positive and negative traiLs than females.

Females are l-ess likely t.o claim positive traits, and.

more likely to deny negative traits, exhibiting a

minimum disclosure, caut.ious style in self-
presentation.3 This explanation predicts males wil-l
have high scores on posit.ive Trait Accept.ance, and 1ow

scores on Negat.ive Trait. Denial_. This model_ also
predict.s a negative correl-at.ion between the two SOCI

factors because the more ext.reme acceptance of positive
traits (high PTA score) shoul_d correlate with a more

extreme endorsement or acceptance of negative traits
(l-ow NTD scores) . This modet predicts t.he opposit.e

pattern of scores for females with t.heir cauLious, 
.

minimum endorsement approach. rt predict.s low posit.ive

?-"I am indebted to both Gerry Sande and Kat.e Tunna for pointing
t.his out.
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Trait Acceptance scores, and. hígh Negative Trait. Denial

scores for femal-es, with a corresponding negative

correlation between the two. Although t.he scores on

each of the SOCI factors are as predicted for bot.h

genders, the nonsignificant correlation is contrary to
the predicted negative correl-ation. It is apparent

that either mal-es or females as a group or as

individual people do not have a consistently cautious

or extreme st.yle in sel-f -other comparison.

Cult.ural- Differences on SEB

Anot.her aspect of self -enhancement that. has not

been frequently Ínvestigated is the finding that recent

i-mmigrant.s disptayed less self -enhancement on posiLive

Trait Acceptance. Furthermore, recent immigrant.s had.

significantly lower scores on the Rosenberg self-esteem

scale. These result.s indicate positive self -ot.her

comparison may be l-ess strong in other cul_tures. This

interpretation is t.empered by the fact that it was

recent immigrants who v/ere assessed. The results may

also be skewed by selection factors t.hat may have

occurred in immigration, âs wel_l- as stress from the
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process of adjusting to living in a new culture.
Despite these possible confounds, these find.ings are

concordant with ot.hers that chitdren outside of North

America (i.e. China) are significantly less sel_f-

enhancing in theír estimation of mathematical_ skil_I

t.han Nort.h American chil_dren, even though they are

superJ-or to North Americans in t.hat skill (Stevenson

et. âI., 1990).

C1early, more research would need t.o be done on a

cross-cul-tura1 basis to determine the extent t.o which

self-enhancement is a North American phenomenon. It
woul-d be highly informat.ive to examine whether self -

enhancement is rel-ated to mental- heatth in other

cultures, âs it. is here. This area of research coul_d

address the issue whether sel_f-enhancement occurs

cross-culturally in areas other than estimation of
t.raits and abilities, such as consensus estimates, and

attribution formation after success or failure. A

related, and interest.ing avenue of research, would be

to measure the rate of change of sel-f -enhancement aft.er
indivÍdual-s have immigrated to North America. IL woul_d
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be necessary in such research to account for the degree

of accul-t.uration thaL the immigrants und.ergo.

Symptomatology

Alt.hough narcj-ssism and self -enhancement r¡rere the

major areas of interest in this study, âr interest.ing
pattern of correl-ations emerged between depression and

psychological symptomatology which deserves attention
even though a relationship had not been hypothesized.

Depression and total psychological sympt.omatology had a

high correlalion, and highly similar correl-ation
patterns with the other scales, t.he largest deviation
in the correlation pattern being .05. This can be

accounted for in part by both scafes measuring

depression, but when the SCL was split. int.o a scal_e

t.hat measured depression, and one that. did not, a high

correlation between the BDI and bot.h scales appeared.,

r^¡íth t.he correl-ations being dif f erent. only by r = . 03 .

A correlat.ion of .72 between the BDI and. the

items on t.he SCL-9O-R t.hat d.o not measure depression is
fairly problemaLic and can best be underst.ood. by

examinj-ng two opposing assumptions in t.urn. The first
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assumption is t.hat the SCL-90-R l_acks d.iscriminant

validit.y from the BDr and that it. essentiarly measures

only depression. This entails that the items other

than those measuring depression are either insensitive
or inwal-íd. If that hrere the case, then those items as

a group woul-d display a poor or even nuII correl_ation

to t.he BDI, since the responses to those items are

essentially random numbers. The presence of a strong

correl-at.ion renders such an assumption untenabl_e.

Furthermore, the validation st.udies on the SCL-90-R

indicate that it does reliably measure forms of
psychological distress other than depression

(Derogat.is, Rickels & Rock, L976) . One can then assume

t.hat the SCL-90-R does have discriminant validit.y to
Lhe BDf.

The second assumption is that the SCL-9O-R

validly measures díverse psychological problems such as

psychotic and paranoid ideation. If such it.ems did not

necessarily co-occur with depression in an

undergraduat.e population, then they should d.isplay bot.h

markedly l-ess correlation with t.he BDI, and more

variat.ion to the BDf in its correlation patt.ern.
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Howewer, the strong correration that is observed raises
the possibility that in undergraduate populations

depressíon is a very strong correl_ate t.o poor ment.al_

health, whatever t.he manif estations of the latter are _

Thís hypot.hesis is very simil_ar to the concept of
demoralization (I_.,ink & Dohrenwend, 19BO), which

consj-sts of 1ow self-esteem, hopelessness-herplessness,

anxiety, and sadness. Demoral-ization is supposed to
co-occur with psychiatric disorders, âs wel_I as chronic

il-l-ness, stressful life events, and being socially
marginalized. The SCL-90 is presumed to measure

demoralization, and demonstrat.es an unatLenuated

correl-at.ion above .70 to other measures of d.epression

and wel-l- -being.

Research Considerations

Limitat.ions of the Current Research

One of the most notable limitations to the

research presented is t.he l-ack of reference to a

clinicatly defined population of narcissist.s. several

implications arise as to t.he valid.it.y of the research.

To begin, the NPI has not been validated in a cl-inical
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population in its construction. There may be important

aspects of narcissism that occur in a cl-inical
population t.hat are not included in the NPI.

Conversely, the NPI may have items or fact.ors that are

not representative of a cl-inical populat.ion of

individuals with NPD. The lack of validation of the

NPI on a clinical- population exL,ends beyond scal-e

consLruct.ion. The NPI has not been tested for its
diagnostic accurdcy, factor structure, or personality

correl-ates on a clinical sample, all- of which are

important if not crucial to est.ablishing the val-idíLy

of a scafe measuring a specific component. of

psychopathology. This forces the current. study to

define narcissistic ín terms of scores on a paper and

penciÌ measure that has not been val-idated by reference

to diagnost.ic decisíons f rom skill-ed clinicians.
The absence of validation of the NPI t.o a

diagnosed population raíses the possibility of poor

discriminant validit.y to borderline and antisocial
personality disorder (Gunderson, et âf., A990;

Ronningstam & Gunderson, 1990). These disorders share

feat.ures such as emotj-onal intensiLy, aggressiveness,
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and l-ack of empathy wit.h NpD and establ_ishing a

differential diagnoses can be difficult. Furt.hermore,

in clinical practice self-report inventories have

evoked defensive responses due to their bl_untness.

Their valídíty is al_so lowered by t.he fact that.

narcissistic people do not have the real-istic self-
assessment. necessary to give honest ansr^/ers t.o the

inventories.

The lack of reference to a cl_inÍcal_ population in
t.his research l-imits the concl-usions that. can be d.rawn

t.o a non-clinical population. The research woul_d have

to be repeated with a cl_inical_ sample Lo ensure that
the findings and conclusj-ons d.rawn from this study are

al-so valid f or clinical-ly diagnosed narcissists.
Narcissism may be more complex in a clinical_
population, as implied by the dist.inction between

covert. and overt narcissísm (Wínk, L991-) . An

indicat.ion of the different.ial nat.ure of narcissism i_n

a clinical- population is t.hat the NpDS scal_e, one of

t.he marker scales for covert. narcissism, v/as

constructed by contrasting t.he responses of clinical
narcissist.s to normal- subjects on the MMPI. This may
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clinical populations, vj-s -a-vis

cl-inical populations .
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is infrequent in
its occurrence in non-

Direct.ions of Future Research

One of the most pressing issues for fuLure

research will- be t.o val-idate the NPI on a clinically
diagnosed sample of individual-s with NpD. This

assessment will incl-ude the fact.orial- structure,
comprehensiveness of the items in sampling narcissistic
symptoms, and díagnostic accuracy rates ment.ioned

previously. A possibilit.y to be explored is that
individual-s wíth NPD who present. for therapy have

suffered a narcissist.ic i-nsult that has caused

sufficient emotional distress and negative

s)rmptomatology t.o motivat.e the indívidual to seek

therapy. Those who do not present. for therapy may be

relatively well-functioning, and exhibit different
charact.eristics to those in therapy. This hypothesis

accounLs for bot.h the distinction between overt and

covert narcissism, and the indícation that covert

narcissistic traits are more coÍìmon in a cl-inical-
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sample. To test this hypothesis, both cfinical and

non-clinical- samples would need to be diagnosed. for the

presence of narcissist.ic individuals, who woul_d then be

compared.
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Narcissistic Personality Inventory

INSTRUCTIONS : In each of the f ol-l-owing pairs of att.it.udes,
choose the one that you MOST AGREE with. Mark your answer by
recording EITHER Ã, or B on the IBM answer sheet. OnIy mark ONE
ANSWER for each attitude pair on the IBM sheet, and please DO NOT
skip any items.

22. A I have a natural talent for influencing people.
B r am not good at influencing people.

23. A Modest.y doesn't become me.
B I am essent.ially a modest person.

24. A f would do al-most. anyt.hing on a dare.
B I tend to be a fairly cautious person.

25. A When people compliment me I sometimes get embarrassed.
B I know that I am good because everybody keeps tell-ing me

so.

26. A The thought of ruling the world frightens the hell out
of me.

B If I rul-ed t.he world it would be a better place.

27. A I can usually Lalk my way out of anything.
B I t.ry to accept the consequences of my behavj-our.

28. A I prefer to blend in with the crowd.
B I like to be t.he centre of attenti-on.

29. A I wil-l- be a success.
B I am not too concerned about success.

30. A I am no better or worse t.han most people.
B I think I am a special person.

3l-. A I am not sure if I would make a good leader.
B I see myself as a good l-eader.

32. A famassertive.
B I wish I were more asserLive.

33. A T like having authority over other people.
B I don'L mind following orders.

34. A I f ind it easy to manipul-ate people.
B I don't like iL when I find myself manipulating people.
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35. A I insist upon getting the respect that is due me.
B I usuall-y get the respect t.hat I deserve.

36. A I don't part.icularly like to show off my body.
B I like to show off my body.

37. A f can read people l-ike a book.
B People are sometimes hard to understand.

38. A If I feel competent I am willing to take responsibilíty
for making decisions.

B I tike to take responsíbility for making d.ecisions.

39. A I just. want to be reasonably happy.
B f want. to amount to somet.hing in t.he eyes of the world.

40. A My body is nothing special.
B I like to look at my body.

4L. A I try not to show off.
B I wil-l usually show of f if f get the chance.

42. A I always know what I am doing.
B Sometimes I am not sure of what I am doing.

43 . A I sometimes depend on people t,o get things done.
B I rarely depend on anyone el-se to get t.hings done.

44. A Sometimes I tel-l- good stories.
B Everybody likes to hear my stories.

45. A I expect. a great deal_ from other people.
B I l-ike to do things for other people.

46. A I wil-l- never be satisf ied unt.il f get all that. I
deserve.

B I take my satisfactions as they come.

47. A Compliments embarrass me.
B I like Lo be complimented.

48. A I have a strong will- to power.
B Power for its own sake doesn't interest. me.

49. A I don't care about new fads and fashions.
B I like to st.art new fads and fashions.

50. A I l-ike to l-ook at. myself in the mirror.
B I am noL particularly interest,ed in looking at myself in

the mirror.
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5l-. A I really l-ike to be the centre of attention.
B It makeè me uncomfortable to be the centre of attention.

52. A I can live my life in any way I want to-
B People can't always l-íve their l-ives in terms of what

they want.

53. A Beíng an authority doesn't mean that much for me.
B People always seem to recogníze my authority-

54. A I woul-d prefer to be a leader.
B It makes tittl-e difference to me whether I am a leader

or not.

55. A f am going to be a great Person.
B I hope I am going to be successfuf.

56. A People sometimes believe what I tell them-
B I can make anybody believe anything I wanL them to.

57. A I am a born l-eader.
B Leadership is a quality that takes a long time to

develop.

58. A I wish someone would someday write my biography-
B I don't l-íke people t.o pry into my lífe for any reason.

59. A I get upset when people don't not.ice how I look when I
go out in public.

B Í don, t mind bl-ending in with the crowd when I go ouL in
public.

60. A I am more capable than other people.
B There is a lot that I can fearn from other people.

61,. A I am much l-ike everybody else.
B I am an extraordinarY Person.

Entitl-ement and Exploit.iveness items are items 34, 35, 45, 46,
48, 59 and 60.
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Sel-f -Other Comparison Inventory
Instructions

These scal-es ask how you compare your abil-ities and traits
to other people's. On the scal-es-be1ow, pÌease mark how you feel
you rank on the ability indicated, compared Lo the average
student. at. t.he U. of M. The scales are in percent.s, so circle
the mark on the scafe that you feel is cl-osest. t.o your trait or
ability. For example, if f felt f was more witty than most, that
my wit was in the Lop 25 percent, it woul-d look l_ike:

-- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i30 40 50 40 30 20 10 5 l-
Middl-e Top Z

The mark would be placed at the same place on the scale if I fel-t
I was more cruel than most, that my cruelty was in the Lop 252.

i--i--i--i--i--i
l_51020
Bottom ?

Compared to t,he
please rate, by

L. Safety as a

t--i--t--i--i--il_51020
Bottom ?

2 . Physical att.ractiveness.

average student at, t,he Uníversity of Manitoba,
cÍrcling a mark on the scaIe" yours

driver -

Middl-e Top %

-- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- I -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- I -- i3040504030201051

i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- t-- i-- il- 5 1_0 20 30

i--i
20

--t--t--i--t--t--i
40 50 40

Middte

-- l-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i30201051
Top Z

Top Z

Bottom ?

3. Greed.
ttttt--t--t--t-r_ 5 10

Bottom ?

i--i--i--i--i201051

i -- i -- i -- I -- i -- i -- I -- I -- I -- I -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- I -- i -- i -- i1510203040504030201051

i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i30 40 50 40 30

Middl-e

4. Tol-erance toward minority groups.

Bottom ? Middl-e Top Z
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at, t,he UniversÍty of Manit,oba,
on t,he scale" yours

5. Insensitivity.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--l- 5 10 20 30

Bottom ?

6. Sel-f ishness.

i-- i -- i-- i -- i -- i-- i --15102030
Bottom ?

i--i--i--i--i--i--40 50 40

Middle

i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i -- i30 20 l-0 5 l-

Top Z

i--i--i--t--t--i--i40 50 40

Middl_e

--i--i--i--i
30 20

ttr--r--r--¡
10 5 1

Top Z

7 . Intelligence.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i--1 5 1_0 20 30

Bottom ?

i--l--t--t--i--40 50 40

Middl-e

i -- i-- t-- i -- t-- i -- i -- i30 20 10 5 1_

Top Z

B . Tendency t.o lie.

i -- i -- i -- i -- | -- i -- i -- | -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- | -- i -- i -- i -- il- 5 r-0 20 30 40 50 40 30 20 i_0

Bottom ? Middle

--i--i
51

Top Z

9. Physical health.

i-- i-- t-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i --1_ 5 10 20 30 40

Bottom ?

i--i--i--t--i--i-50 40 30

Middl-e

i--i--i--i--t--i20 1_051
Top +

--i--t--r--i--l
201051

Top Z

10. Ability

t--l--t--i--l_ 5 10

Bottom ?

to

t--
20

get along with others.

i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i--s0 40 30

Middle

30 40
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University of Manitobau
scale, yours

-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i30 20 10 5 t_

Top "6

t,he
the

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--1510203040
Bottom ?

1-2 . f rrationality.

t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--r_ 5 10 20 30 40

Bottom ?

l-3 . Conversat.ional_ skill_s.

i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- t-- i-- i--r_ 5 r-0 20 30 40

BotLom ?

i--i--i--t--i--151020
Bottom ?

L6. Cowardice.

1-4. Athletic ability

i i--l -l--l--i--i--i--i--i--i--i--i--i--1 5 1_0 20 30 40 50 40

Bott.om ? Midd1e

1-5 . Likability.

l--i--i--t--i--50 40

Middle

i -- i -- i -- i-- t-- | -- t-- t--40 50 40 30

i--i--i--i--50 40

Middle

i--i--i--i--i50 40

Middl-e

t-- i-- t-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i30 20 1_0 5 l_

Top Z

ltr--¡--
30

i--i-
30

r--i--t--t--i20 r_0 5 l_

Top Z

i--i--i--i--i201051
Top Z

i--i--
30

i--i--i--i--i--i20 1051_
Top "6Middl-e

l--i--i--i- i -i--i--t--i--i --t--i--t--i
50 40

nÂ-i J,l I ^L'iauure

1510

Bottom ?

i--i--i--i--i20 1_05120 30 40
--i--t--

30

Top "6
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the Universíty of Manitoba"
t,he scale, your:

Compared to t,he average student, at,please rate, by círcIíng a mark on

1-7 . Det.erminat.ion.

i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- t--1_ 5 10 20 30 40

Bottom ?

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- is0 40 30 20

Middl-e

--i--t--i
1051

Top "6

1B . Naivet.e.

j j--l -i--l -l--i--t--r--r--i--i--t--i--i--
1510203040504030
Bottom ? Middle

]-9. Vindictiveness.

t-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--i--i--i--i--t--50 40 30

Middle

30 40

i--i--t--t--t--i
20 10 5 1

Top Z

--i--i--i--i--t
201051

Top +

151_020
Bottom ?

20. Tendency to gossip.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--1 5 1_0 20 30 40

Bott.om ?

21-. Laziness .

t--t--t--i--i--l- 5 1_0 20

Bottom ?

i--i--i--i--t--i--50 40 30

Middl-e

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i--30 40 50 40 30

Midd1e

--i--i--t--i--i
20 1_0s1

Top Z

Top Z

i--i--i--i--i--i20 1_051
Top Z

t--i--t--i--i--i2010s1

22. Consciousness of environment.al issues.

i 1--j -i--i -i l--i--r--i--i--i--i--t--t-1 5 l_0 20 30 40 50 40 30

Bot.tom ? Middte



Compared to t,he
please rateu by

23. Generosity.

i-t--t--i--i--i151020
Bottom ?

average student at,
círcling a mark on

-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- I30 40 50 40 30

Middl-e
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Universíty of ManÍt,oba"
scaleo yours

t,he
t,he

IIIII--t--t--t--t--l
201051

Top Z

24. Gullibility.

l--t--i--t--i--i--i_51020
Bottom ?

i-- l-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i--30 40 50 40

Middle

i--i--i--t--t--i--i-30 20 l-0 5

I

I

1

Top Z

25. Mus

tttt--t--t-L510
Bottom ?

26. Moodiness.
lltttt--t--t--t--r--r_ 5 10 20

Bottom ?

i--i--t--i--40 50

Middle

i--i--i--t--40 30
i--t--t--i--i201051

Top Z

ical talent.
-i--i--i--i--i-

20 30

i--i--t--i-30 40
t--t--i--i--s0 40

Middl-e

--i--t--i--i--i--t-
3020105

Top Z

I

I

1_

27. Skill as a driver.

i 1--l -l--l -i--r--i--i--i--i--i--t--i--i--i--i--i--i--i--t1 5 1_0 20 30 40 50 40 30 20 t_0 5 1

Bottom ? Middl-e Top +

28. Narrow-mindedness.

t-- t-- t-- t-- i-- i -- i -- i-- i --r_ 5 r-0 20 30 40

Bottom ?

i-- t-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i5040302010s1
Middle Top Z
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29. Mental
llttt--t--t--t--15r_0
Bott.om ?

Lhe awerage student, at the University of
by circling a mark on t,he scale, your:

heal-th.

t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i20 30 40 50 40 30 20

Middl-e

l-8 6

Manit.oba,

--i--i--i
t_0 5 1

Top Z

30. Self-control-.

i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- l-- i-- i-- i--1 5 1_0 20 30 40 50 40
i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- l-- t-- i30 20 l_0 5 l_

Top ZMiddleBottom ?

31. Ability as

t--i--i--i--i--151-020
Bottom ?

a student.

i -- I -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- i -- I -- i30 40 50 40 30 20 t_0 5 l_

Míddl-e Top Z

32. Predisposition to

i-- i-- t-- i-- t-- i-- i--1-51020
Bottom ?

30

33. Disl-ike of family

l-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- |

sexism.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i40 50 40 30 20 10 5 1_

Middle Top Z

1 5 t_0

Bottom ?

20 30

members.

tttt--t--t--t--t--
40 50

Middte

i--i--i--i-40 30
i--i--i--i--t20 1_051

Top Z

34 . Unrel-iability.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--t-- i-- i-- t-l_ 5 10 20 30 40 50 40

Bot.t.om ? Middl-e

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i30 20 1_0 5 t_

Top Z



Corrpared t,o Lhe average student, at,
please rat,en by circling a mark on

35. Skill in dea1ing with children.

i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-151020304050
Bottom ? Middle

36. Heartlessness.

i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i--
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Universíty of Manítoba,
scale" yours

t,he
the

l-- l-- i-- i -- | -- i -- i--40 30 20 10

To

i -- i-- i-- t-- t-- i -- i -- i -- i40 30 20 1-0 5 1

Top Z

ttt--t
51

p%

l- 5 10

Bottom ?

20 30
i--i--t--i--40 50

Middle

3'l . Clumsiness.

i-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i-- r--
30

--i--i--i--i--i--i--
40 50 40

Middle

work.

t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i--30 40 50 40 30

Midd1e

i--i--i--i--i--i--i30 20 1_0 5 l_

Top Z

t--i--i--i--i--i20 1_051
Top Z

15r_020
Bottom ?

38. Skill at your

i--i--t--i--i--i--1_51020
Bottom ?

--i--i
5l_

Top Z

39. Musical taste.

l-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- i--a 5 r_0 20 30

Bot.t.om å

i-- i-- l-- i-- i-- t-- t-- i-- i-- i-- i-- I40 50 40 30 20 10

Míddle

40. Tendency t.o interrupt

i-- t-- i-- i-- i-- t-- i-- i-- t--1_ s 1-0 20 30 40

Bott.om ?

others.
ltlr--t--t--

50

Middle

tttrt--t--t--t--40 30
i--l--i--i--i20 1_0 5 1_

Top Z
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Beck Depression fnventory
On this questionnaire are groups of st.atements. please read

each group.of statements carefurly. Then pick out the onestatement in each group which besL describès the way you have
been feeling the PAST WEEK, INCIJLIDING TODAY! Record. õn the IBM
ans\¡¡er sheet. the number that corresponds t.o the sLatement youpicked. rf _several- statements in the group seem to appry -equally
wel-l-, record each one on t.he rBM answei sheet. Be surè to read -
all- t.he statement.s in each group bef ore making your choice.

r-. A r
BI
CI
DI

do not feel sad.
feel sad.
am sad al-l- the t.ime and I
am so sad or unhappy t.hat

can't snap out of it.
f can't stand it.

)L

B
C
D

3. A
B
C

4. A I
BT
CI
DI

5. A
B
C
D

6. A I
BI
CI
DÏ

7. A I
BT
CI
DI

I am not part.icularly discouraged about. the futureI feel- discouraged about the future.
I f eel- f have nothing to look f orward t.o.r feel that. the future is hoperess and that. things cannot
improve.

I do not.
I feel f
As I look
fail-ures.
I feel I

feel- like a fail-ure.
have failed more t.han t.he average person.
back on my l-ife, afl- I can see is a 1ot. of

am a complete fail-ure as a person.

get.as much sat.isfactÍon out. of things as I used t.o.don't enjoy t.hings t.he way I used to.
don't get.real satisfaction out of anyt.hing anymore.
am dissatisfied or bored with everyth-ing.

f don't feel particularly guilty.
I f eel- guilty a good part. of the time.
I f ee1 quit.e guilty most of the time.
I feel guilty all of the time.

don'L feel I am being punished.
feel- I may be punished.
expect t.o be punished.
feel f am being punished.

don't f ee1 disappoint.ed wíth myself .
am disappointed in myself.
am disgusted with myself.
hate myself.



B. A I
BI
CI
DI

9. A
B

C
D

AI
BI
CI
Df

AI
BT
CI
DI

1-0 .

1_1 -

a2.

t-3 -

14.

A
B
c
D

A
B
C
D
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don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes.
blame myself all the tíme f or my faul-ts.
bl-ame myself f or everything bad that happens.

I don't have any thoughts of killing myself .
I have t.hought.s of killing myself, but I would not carry
them out..
f would like to kitl- myself .
I woul-d kiÌl myself if I had the chance.

I don't. cry anymore than usual.
I cry more now t.han I used to.
I cry all the time now.
I used to be able to cty, but now I can't cry even though
T want to.
I am no more irrít.ated now than I ever am.
I get annoyed or irritated more easily than f used to.
I feel irritated all- the time now.
I don't get irrit.ated at all- by the things that used to
irritate me.

have not lost interest in other people.
am l-ess interested in other people than f used to be.
have lost most of my interest in ot.her people.
have lost all of my interest in other people.

make decisions about as wel-] as I ever could.
put off making decisions more than I used to.
have greater difficul-ty in making decisions than before.
can'L make decisj-ons at all anymore.

I don't feel- I look any worse than I used to.
I am worried that. I am looking old or unattractive.
I feel that there are permanenL changes in my appearance
that. make me look unattract.ive.
T bel-ieve t.hat I l-ook ugly.

A
B
C

D

A
B

C
D

I can work about as wel-l- as
It t.akes an ext.ra effort to
something.
I have to push myself very
I can't do any work at. all.

before.
get started at doing

hard Lo do anything.

t_5.



ro.

L7.

18.

19.

20.

2L. A

A
B
('

D

I can sleep as wel-I as usual_.
I don't sleep as well as I used to.
I wake up L-2 hours earlier t.han usualget back t.o sleep.
I wake up several hours earlier than Iget back to s1eep.

Narcissism
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and find it hard to
used to and cannot

AÏ
BI
CT
DI

AMy
BMy
cMy
DI

AT
BÏ
CI
DT

B
C
D

don't get more tired than usual.
get tired more easíIy than I used. to.get tired from doing al-most anything.
am too tired to do anyt.hJ-ng.

appetite is not worse Lhan usual_.
appetite j-s not as good as it used to be.
appetite is much r^/orse now.

have no appetite at all- an)¡more.

haven't lost much weight, if âDy, lately.
have l-ost more t.han 5 pounds.
have l-ost more than 1-0 pounds.
have lost more than 1-5 pounds.

A
B

I am no more worrj-ed about my heatth than
I am worried about physical problems suchpaíns; or upset stomachi or èonstipation.
I am very worried about physical problems
t.o think of much else.
I am so worried about my physical problems
think about anyt.hing else.

f have not not.iced any recent change in my
SCX.
I am less interested in sex than I used t.o
I am much less interested in sex nov¡.
f have lost ínterest in sex completely.

usual.
as aches and

and it is hard

t.hat I cannot

interest in
be.

D
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Symptom Check-List 90-R

Below are a l-ist of problems and complaints that people
sometimes have. Pl-ease read each one carefully. Aft.er you have
done so, record on the IBM sheet the response thaL best describes

BLEM HAS DURING
each problem and do not skip any ítems-

A Not at all
B A little bit
C Moderately
D Quite a bit
E Extremely

HOVü MUCH WERE YOU BOTHERED BY (fOT ThE 1AST MONTh):

62. Headaches.

63. Nervousness or shakiness inside.

64. Unwanted thoughts, words, oT ideas that won't l-eave your

mind.

65. Faintness or dizzíness.

66. Loss of sexual- interest or pleasure-

67 . Feeling critical of ot.hers.

68. The idea that someone else can control- your thoughts.

69 . Feeling others are Lo blame for most of your troubles.

7O . Trouble remembering t.hings.

1L. Vlorríed about sloppiness or carefessness.

72. Feeling easily annoyed or irritated.

73. Pains in heart or chesL.

74. Feeling afraid in open spaces or on the streets-

15. Feeling 1ow in energy or slowed down.

76. Thoughts of ending your life.

77 " Hearing voices that other people do not hear-

7 B . Trembl- ing .
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HOW MUCH }TIERE YOU BOTHERED BY (fOr ThC ].AST MONTh) :

A Not at al-l.
B A lirrle bir
C Moderately
D Quite a bit.
E Ext.remely

79. Feeling that most people cannot be trusted.

80. Poor appetite.

81. Crying easily.

82. Feeling shy or uneasy with t.he opposíte sex.

83 . Feeling of being t.rapped or caught.

84. Suddenly scared for no reason.

85. Temper out.bursts that you could not control.

86. Feeling afraid to go out of your house alone.

B'7 . Blaming yourself f or t.hj-ngs.

BB. Pains in your lower back.

89. Feeling blocked in getting things done.

90. Feeling loneIy.

91- . Feel- ing blue .

92. Worrying too much about things.

93. Feeling no interest in things.

94. Feeling f earful-.

95. Your feetings being easily hurt.

96. Other people being aware of your private thoughts.

97. Feeling others do not understand you or are uns)rmpathet.ic.

98. Feeting t.hat people are unfriendty or dislike you.

99. Having to do things very slowly to ínsure correctness.
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HOW MUCH WERE YOU BOTHERED BY (fOT ThE 1AST MONTh):

A Not at al-I.
B A l-ittle bit
C Moderately
D Quite a bit
E Extremely

1-00. Heart pounding or racing.

101. Nausea or uPset stomach.

L02. Feeling j-nf erior to others.

1-03 . Soreness of your muscf es.

104. Feeling that you are watched or t.alked about by others.

l-05. Trouble falling asleeP.

l-06. Having to check and double-check what you do.

1-07 . Dif f icult.y making decisions.

108. Feelíng afraid to trave] on buses, subways, or trains.

l-09. Trouble getting your breath.

1-10. Hot or cold sPells.

t_11. Having to avoid cert.ain things, places, oI act.ivitíes

because they frighten You.

It2. Your mind goes bl-ank.

l-l-3. Numbness or tingling in parts of your body.

1-l-4. A lump in your throat.

1-l-5 . FeeJ-ing hopeless abouL the future.

tl6 . Troub1e concentratíng.

L1,7. Feeling weak in parts of your body.

l-1-B . Feeling tense, keYed uP.

l-19 . Heavy f eelings in arms or legs.
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HOI,TI MUCH IVERE YOU BOTHERED BY (fOT ThC ]-AST MONTh) :

A Not at all-.
B A lirrl-e bir
C Moderately
D Quite a bit
E Extremely

t2O. Thoughts of death or dYing.

L2L. Overeating.

1-22. Feeling uneasy when people are watching or talking about

you -

L23. Having thoughts that are not your own.

1-24. Having urges to beat, injure, or harm someone-

L25. Awakening in the early morning-

:-26. Having to repeat the same actions such as touching,

counting, ot washing.

127. Sleep that is restless or disturbed.

L28 . Having urges t.o break or smash things -

L2g. Having ideas or bel-iefs that. others do not share-

l-3O. Feetíng very self-conscious with others.

131-. Feelíng uneasy in crowds, such as shopping or at a movie.

L32. Feeling everything is an effort.

133. Spetls of terror or Panic.

A34. Feeling uncomfortable about eating or drinking ín public.

1-35 . Getting into f requent arguments.

i-36. Feeling nervous when you are l-eft alone.

L37. Others not giving you proper credit for your achievements.

l-38. Feeling lonely even when you are with people.
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A
B

D
E

Not aL al-l-.
A Iirtle bit
ModeratelY
Quite a bit
ExtremeIY

].3g.FeelingSorestlessthatyoucouldn,tsitstill.

l-40. Feel-ings of worthl-essness '

1.41-.Feelingthatfamilíarthingsarest'rangeorunreal.

L42. Shouting or throwing things '

1-43. Feetíng afraid that you will faint in public'

L44. Feeling that people will take advantage of you if you let

them.

L45. Having thoughts about sex that bother you a lot'

1- 46. The idea that you should be punished for your síns.

L47. Feeling pushed to get things done'

148. The idea that something serious is wrong with your body'

L g. Never feeling close Lo another person'

150. Feelings of guilt.

].5]..Theideathat'Somethingíswrongv/ithyourmind.
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Rosenberg Self -esteem Scale

INSTRUCTIONS: Befow are a number of statements as to how you may

feel about yourself. Please read each one carefull-y and record

on this sheet how much you agree or disagree with each statement,

using the four point scale bel-ow. Only mark ONE AIISI{ER for each

statement on this sheet, and please DO NOT skip any items.

A Strongly B Agree C Disagree D St.rongly
Agree Disagree

1. I f eel that I am a person of worth, ât l-east. on an equal
basis with olhers.

2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.

3 . Al-1 in all, I am inclined to f eel that f am a f ail-ure.

4. I am able to do things as well as most other people.

5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

6. I take a positive attitude Loward myself.

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

B . I wish I coul-d have more respect. f or myself .

9 . f certainly f eel usel-ess at times.

l-0. At. times I think t.hat I am no good at all.
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Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding-3

Not True Very True

+--- +--- +--- +--- +--- +--------+

l-234567

Using the abowe scale as a guide, write a number beside

each statement to indicate how much you agree with it.

1-. I always throw my f itter int.o wasLe baskets on the

street.
2. f have received too much change from a salesperson

without tel-Ìing him (her) .

3. When I hear people t.alking privately f avoid listening.

4. I have taken things t.hat. didn't befong to me.

5. I sometimes tel-] l-ies if I have t.o.

6. I always keep my promises, ro matter how inconvenient.

it might be to do so.

7. I have taken sick l-eave from work or school even though

I wasn't. really sick.

B. I l-ike to gossip about. other people's business.

9 . I have done things that I don't tell other people

about.

l-0. I say only good t.hings about my f riends behind their

backs.

1-1. I sometimes put of f until- tomorrow what I should do
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today.

L2 . I always decl-are everything at customs.

13. I hawe some pretty awful habits

1-4. I always tell- the truth.

1-5 . I am sometimes late f or appointments.

L6. I always obey t.raffic laws even if I'm unl-ikely to get

caught.

L7 . When I was a chil-d I obeyed my parents.

18. I sometímes pick my nose.

l_9. f am always polite to others incl-uding my f riends and

family.

20. I have never cheated on a t.est or assignment ín any

way -

2L. I have sometimes hated one or both of my parents.

22. I am always free of guilt.

23. Seeing any attractive person of the opposite sex makes

me think about having sex.

24. I have somet.imes fel_t l_ike I wanted to kíIl someone.

25. I could easily quit any of my bad habits if I want.ed

to.

26. I always accept criticism if it is accurate.

27. I have fel-t physically attracted to at least one person

of the same sex.

28. I have fett joy over someone else's fail-ure.

29. I always return a favour without hesitation.
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30. It's alright with me if some people happen to disl-ike

me.

31-. I'm not interested in knowing what other people real1y

think of me.

32. My parents only punished me when I really deserved it.

33. I sometimes get jealous over the good fortune of

others.

34. My parent.s always loved me no matter what I did.

35. I of ten have sexuaf f ant.asies.

36. I have always been certain that I am not homosexual-.

37. I have always been confident about my ability as a

Iover.

38. I usually enjoy my bowel movements very much.

39. At tímes T have wanted to rape or be raped by someone.

40. I have thought of committing suicide to get back at

someone.

Scale Composit.ion

Impression Management consists of items 1 to 20

Setf-Deception Enhancement consists of items 22, 25, 26, 29, 30,

3t, 32, 34, 36, 31 .

Self -Deception Denial consists of it.ems 2L, 23, 24, 27, 28, 33,

35, 38, 39 , 40.
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Post-experimental Interwiew of Pre-test.

1. Did you have difficulty foll-owing any instructions , or

answering any questions?

If so, which instructions or questions did you have trouble

wit.h?

2. What is your opinion as to what the study was about?

3. When did you form your opinion as to the purpose of the

study?

4. How did your opinion as to the purpose of t.he study inf luence

your answers?
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5. l¡rlhat questions do you think shourd have been asked on the

questionnaire that \¡/ere not.?

6. How did you feel about. the questionnaire as you were filling
it. out? (Probe if needed, i.e. annoyed, interesLed).

7. Are there any other comments or opinions that you would l-ike

t.o make?
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seriousl-y depressed, highly anxious, or have been thinkíng about

suicide, please contact Counsel-l-ing services. rt is on the
fourth floor of t.he UIvISU building, and the phone number is 474-

8592. Counselling is free for University of Manít.oba students,
and there are cl-inj-cal- psychorogists and other therapists
availabl-e to tark to about your feel-ings if you want to.

Since t.his study runs for several sessions, it would be very
benef icial- if you not discuss t.he study wit.h others. To aid the
purity of the research, r ask that you recycle, or dispose of
this debriefing statemenL.. rf you are interested in the general
resul-ts of this st.udy, they wirt be available when it has been

complet.ed, and the dat.a analyzed. you can pick up a short copy

of the results at room p207 of the Duff Roblin building, in the
Psychology wing. Again, f Lhank you for your time.

Eric Kuel-ker
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FACTOR

Var15

Var10

Var3 B

Var3 1

\IarL7

Varl-1

YarT

Var2

Var13

Var9

Yar27

VarL4

Var3 0

Var29

Varl

Var23

Variabl-es and their loadinqs on t.he

Narcissism

2LA

2 fact-or solution to the

Scale.

LOAÐING

7L

59

56

56

56

54

EAJ=

53

53

51-

50

50

4B

4B

40

30

67

65

57

56

Sel_f - Enhancement

1: Positive Trait Acceptance

Likabitity

Ability to get along with ot.hers

Skill at your work

Abílity as a student

Determinat.ion

Prl_de

Intel-l-igence

Physical attractiveness

Conversat.ional- skills
Physical heal-th

Skill as a driver
Athletic abí1ity
Sel-f - control

Mental heal-th

Safety as a driver
Generosit.y

2: Negative Trait Denial

Greed

Selfishness

Vindict.iveness

Heartlessness

FACTOR

Var3

Var6

Varl-9

Var3 6
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Yar28 Narrow-mindedness

VarS Tendency to l-ie

Var5 Insensitivity

YarA2 Irrat j-onality

Yar20 Tendency to gossip

Var34 Unrel-iability
Yar32 Predisposition to sexism

Var40 Tendency to interrupt others

Yar2L lraziness

Yar26 Moodiness

54

q)

50

49

47

40

3B

37

36

34


